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1. INTRODUCTION
This thesis project focuses on Denmark e-government system that has already been
implemented for the citizens. The implemented service is called e-boks and aims to
replace the old way of physical post service delivery. In fact, most of the public authorities
in Denmark have already being using e-boks as a representative of the e-government
digital post service.
Moreover, e-boks is part of the web services and e-government implemented in Denmark
to take care of the itize s needs. This is due to the fact the governmental institutions are
representing usually people demands which is pointed out by Palvia [1]:
E-government involves using information technology, and especially the Internet, to
improve the delivery of government services to citizens, businesses, and other
government agencies. [1]
However, e-boks has become mandatory as a subscription for every person over 15 living
in Denmark since 01.11.2014. [2] In addition, the service is supposed to work perfectly and
without any drawbacks since everyone in Denmark uses it. Like this e-boks is situated in a
critical line to work smoothly and effortlessly. [3]
This project examines the offered product by e-boks.dk service provider on the one side
a d use s e ui e ents on the other. I plai E glish ho use s u de sta d a d e aluate
the value proposition of e-boks.dk. Holding a similar research, Oracle had analysed
people s i te ests and needs of governmental digital services. Back in 2012 they resulted
in qualities as for instance the services to be fast, accurate and less complicated . [3] On
the other hand, those specific characteristics of a service could be also related and further
developed to user experience and usability of a digital service. Considering a statement
f o “eto s pape [4] …studies ha e sho
o ile use s p efe i g usa ilit o e
se u it . It could be argued that for users the aspect of usability and high user experience
is evaluated higher than personal privacy.
In this project people have tested the e- oks alue p opositio
ith thei e pe ie e.
Furthermore, the project examines how people adapt to the service and how they
evaluate the offered features. Trying to achieve better understanding of e-boks, different
aspects of the service have been researched. For example, not only how people qualified
the purpose of e-boks but also what are the reasons of people to perceive the system in
this particular way.
If e o pa e e do s pe spe ti e - e-boks has aimed to achieve high performance of
the service and strong security since they are responsible for operating with use s
6

personal data. [5] E- oks.dk s main purpose is to provide round-the-clock working service
that has implemented high level of security and proper experience to the users. [5]
All of techniques and method for implementing user-friendly service together with
keeping the level of high security are the challenges of this project. In other words, how to
achieve the value proposition of e-boks but in a more user-centric way. So far, the service
has provided very simple interface and small list of integrated features. On the other
hand, the empirical data collected by this project has introduced e-boks as a digital folder
used for archiving. Moreover, in this folder people receive emails from public authorities
and private companies. However, the raw data presented the fact that people feel usually
discouraged to communicate back with the service. Furthermore, this turns the users to
passive and only receiving information without any interest for further communication.
This however, p o okes uestio s a out people s illi g ess to ope ate ith the service
and how e-boks.dk encourage citizens to use the service. On top of that adding the
mandatory NemID code (explained later in chapter 3) could make users hesitant about
their readiness to engage with further actions in e-boks.dk.
In this paper I am also trying to find out if there is any connection between privacy and
user experience in e-boks and how they may interfere in the digital post service offered to
the Danish citizens. Moreover, this project was further narrowed down in aiming to
explore what are the needs of the users and are they indulged and achieved by the eboks.dk service provider.
In order to obtain that 10 qualitative interviews have been conducted together with
testing of the system. As part of the development of this project user requirements have
been collected, comparison with the currently offered services has been made and
proposals for improving usability have been suggested to enhance the e-boks service.
The ai app oa h of this p oje t is to p ese t the use s e pe ie e of people operating
with e-boks.dk digital service and by this to enrich and empower the final product which in
the case is the e-boks itself. The project aspires on analysing the people s u de sta ding
of the service and the ease and convenience they find while performing the system.
However, this user perspective only enlarge the development of the technology and helps
to achieve greater technology services.
Moreover, this project explores the possible new ideas and suggestions f o the use s
assessment during the interviews, in order to make e-boks more appealing to the Danish
citizens. Additionally, e- oks owners could also use part of the ideas to enrich their
experience and their future projects with the service.
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1.1 MOTIVATION
E-boks is a relatively new and vastly spread way of communication between public
authorities and Danish citizens. The service itself was created around 2001 [6] and the
main goal at the time was to replace the physical delivering of letters from authorities.
However, as a mandatory for every Danish person it became since 1 st of November 2014
according the Danish agency for digitalization (Digitaliseringsstyrelsen). [2] The first target
of e-boks, back in 2001 was the service to cover 350 000 users. In 2003 e-boks reach their
quarter of million users. The company kept the progress and in 2006 reached a million of
users and has started offering features as digital signature and all state pa slips se d ia
e-boks. On the table 1 below it is presented more precisely the growth and expansion of
e-boks.dk.
Year

Target/reached number of users

Added features

2001

350 000 (future target)

Email service

2003

Reached quarter of a million

Email service

2006

Reached one million

Digital signature, all state payslips

2008

Reached 1,5 million users

Approximately 500 public and
private companies use e-boks to
send emails

2009

Reached 2 million users

2010

Reached 2.7 million users

2011

Reached 3 million users

2013

Reached 4 million users

2014

Reached 5 million users

Became mandatory for all Danish
citizens above 15 years

2016

5 million users

Think into the box – cloud storage

Offer menu in English

Table 1 – Evolution of e-boks.dk according their background information [5]
Furthermore, as a completely new service launched in 2016 is the free 1 GB storage space
offered to every user. [7] This progress show that e-boks service providers are willing to
constantly improve and upgrade their product.
Moreover, table 1 shows the e- oks s e ol e e t f o a si ple e ail lie t se i e, to
secured place by implementing digital signature and being responsible authority for
payment information. Finally, by increasing the number of public and private companies e-boks has been able to cover greater number and variety of services.
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Similarly, by reason of the same development, the user requirements also have grown
over the time as well as the number of offered services. According to Oracle research [3]
users usually require fast, smooth and easy access to their information.
E-boks.dk is part of the e-government in Denmark. As part of the e-government e-boks.dk
has to fulfil spe ifi e ui e e ts. Fo e a ple, to e su e o e i g p i ate o pa ies a d
pu li autho ities i te ests. On the other hand, according to their profile, mission, and
value section [5] the service should provide:
e-Boks offers companies, public authorities and private individuals an effective,
secure and user-friendly platform for digital dialogue, and the distribution and
sto age of i po ta t do u e ts.
Presented like that, this information offers the stakeholders of the service and what are
their main goals to be achieved. The above mentioned could also be considered as
requirements for the service that should be accomplished. Covering all the sides, e-boks
must be able to provide suitable service that is appropriate for each one of their
stakeholders.
On the surface e-boks seems to offer client service email that helps to replace the paper
post. However, with the mission set like:
E-Boks contributes to increased streamlining of public and private companies, via
secure and effective management of digital documents and associated valueeati g fu tio alit .

FIGURE [1] – USER SATISFACTION IN 2014 AND 2015 OF E-BOKS.DK

[8]
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IT is interesting to observe the statistics provided by e-boks.dk about use s satisfa tio
(figure 1) for 2014 and 2015 and then to compare it with the independent articles in
newspapers and news. [9] [8] For instance, according to Plus (Danish online newspaper)
[10] around at least 200 000 people have not opened their e-boks folder in the past 6
months which is due to different reasons. Another newspaper called Nationalt also
present information about at least 260 000 Danish people who do not open their digital
post.[11] Moreover, in a different article from the same newspaper the fact that young
people in Denmark are not interested in using the service. [12] Those variations in the
information were one of the triggers for this project. Furthermore, the same contradicting
information have been a good starting point for a critical and comprehensive research.
Considering my personal motivation to start working on this project, at first this was my
passion to the new technologies and my interest to e-boks.dk as a particular example of
Danish e-government service. I was inspired of the fact how e-government in Denmark
deals with their stakeholders. In the particular case, a trigger for the research was users
and their perception of the service. Furthermore, e-boks.dk has promoted their service
a d put the use s e pe tatio s e high.
However, these expectations needed to be questioned continuously in order to cover the
prolonged progress of the service and their continuous improvement. My personal view
has tried to explore these results and check their coverage. Then, my interests was further
encouraged by inspirational brainstorming sessions with other people. As a last incentive
about those concerns of mine were used articles published in the Danish newspapers.
There statistics were presented clearly and have shown that not all the time Danish
people open their digital post folder which assumed they are not fully satisfied as
customers. [10]
On top of these conversations, the desktop research in Danish newspapers and articles
was another trigger for this project to be defined and started. Combining all and
motivated to check what the user experience and user side of the situation with e-boks
digital service, I have started working on this project. Furthermore, my personal interest
was explicitly on the interaction between the online service and the users, their needs,
expectations and their experience with the service.
Focusing on these facts the problem formulation was defined at first and then later in the
progress of the project further developed.
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1.2 PROBLEM FORMULATION
This project was formulated in the beginning in a wider scope. While working and
developing the idea – assumptions were made from the first research. Those assumptions
helped to narrow the scope down and limit the area of research. The assumptions are
presented below:
-

Majority of Danish citizens have unread emails in e-boks.dk
E-boks.dk provides protected privacy (including the NemID code) to the users in
the price of poor user experience and dissatisfaction of using the service
Users are not attracted to the service because of the low user-friendliness of the
interface of e-boks.dk
Interface and provided functionalities of e-boks do not provide the required
quality of services to the users
Most of the time people are aware of the content of the received information and
this does not encourage them to take actions to check it.

The assu ptio s t to e plo e the diffe e e et ee use s pe eptio of e-boks and
what e-boks.dk service provider offers to their users. Moreover, possible
misunderstandings and not realised potential between the both sides. Further, the project
has de ided to fo us o use s pe spe ti e a d a al se use s opinions. As a result of the
listed assumptions and research a topic question has been formulated like:
This master thesis researches about: What is use s pe eptio
proposition of e-boks.dk?

of the alue

Defined like that the topic examines the value proposition of e-boks. Since, users are the
major consumers of the service their opinion has taken into account within this project.
Furthermore, additional questions has been defined to better shape the scope of the
project. Those sub-questions are:
How would a user-centric service should look like?
What e-boks.dk offer to their users (usability of the service)?
These sub questions and sub-topic help to better shape the subject and scope of this
project since the main questions could go in different directions and become too vast for
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this research. Moreover, the sub questions narrow down more precisely the researched
area and also benefit for formulating a cleared focus of the project.

1.3 PROJECT DELIMITATIONS
Due to limitations in the scope and also time constraints this project will not discuss the
following areas. Even though they could be mentioned and are also interesting subject to
discuss, they stay out of the scope of this master thesis.
This p oje t ai s to p ese t use s pe spe ti e a d o t i ute ith e ideas fo
improvements referring to the use s eeds. The current features are discussed and
analysed. However, deliberations about the reasons of e-boks.dk why and what they did in
the past are disclosed as out of scope for this project. Even though, e-boks.dk has been
invited for collaboration and explaining their point of view, this project is not focused on
their point of view or their reasons performing into the current status of the service.
This project focuses on exploring the flows in the interaction between users and service
provider in e-boks.dk. Furthermore, this project examines the connections and potential
cases that have been offered to users. However, this project has contributed with
esea hi g a d e aluati g o the use s pe eptio of e-boks.dk. Then, as an outcome
has been suggested proposals for improvement of the service. Out of the scope for this
project is the actual implementation of the suggested ideas.
Also, even though discussed the need of implemented security in e-boks, the project does
not question the legal need or legal aspect of existence of NemID product. Furthermore,
the project has investigated the security measurements (NemID) only as part of the
experience of e- oks se i e. Ge e al attitude o easo s fo pa ticular behaviour of
people towards the product NemID are not part of the project.

1.4 STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT
The project has three main steps that need to be pursued.
The first one is considered as data gathering. At this stage opinions and suggestions has
been collected while qualitative interviews were conducted. This primary data is vital for
this particular project, since the project itself is mainly focused on the interaction between
the users and the service.
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As next step, those findings were summarised and organized in different areas. By this
grouping the flow become natural for the project. In this stage analysis was performed. In
the analysis the collected empirical data has been further supported by theoretical
examples and testing of the system. Theory came in help to explain the cases and issues
that has been revealed by the interviews and further held research. Theory also framed
the project and gave it completeness.
The final step could be defined as conclusion. There suggestions and recommendations for
improvement are proposed after analysis on the interviews. For this project empirical data
is u h o e alua le si e the p oje t fo uses o the use s e pe ie e. Supplementary,
to the final stage are also presented user requirements and future development sections
as the outcome of this project.
This structure present the ideal case of work while building up this project. After all, the
actual methodology and original flow of the conducted work during the project is
presented in the next chapter.
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2. METHODOLOGY
The applied methodology to the project, as well as the methods and decisions that have
been taken are explained in this chapter. Moreover, the reasons behind these decisions
are described in greater details. The chapter starts with illustrating the research
techniques. Later, details about the process of gathering empirical data and its specifics
are introduced. Sources for the raw data are presented and discussed one by one. At the
end of the chapter the used methods and flow are revealed.

2.1 SECONDARY RESEARCH
At the beginning of the project a secondary research was made. Based on assumptions
further literature review was needed to clearly define the topic. It also helped to compose
the research area and research topic easier. However, after collecting empirical data this
topic was pinned down once more.
The literature review itself combined scientific papers and articles as well as empirical
data from different organizations that were relevant to the project. For example, as eboks.dk own web page and the Danish agency for digitalization (Digitaliseringsstyrelsen).
All non-scientific articles will be very critically discussed together with their results. On the
other hand, the research from the advertising companies is also sometimes relevant since
they explore up-to-date information in a greater extent. Moreover, these companies can
afford to conduct bigger surveys than the scientific ones and to research deeply the
results. Furthermore, researches held by e-boks and also statistics presented (by
Digitaliseringsstyrelsen.dk) about people s usage a d satisfa tio ha e ee found
relevant to this project. For example, all the statistics that are published publicly and can
be retrieved by everyone. [13] Part of their outcomes have been taken into consideration
of the late stages of this p oje t. Ho e e , o pa ies o lusio s and also other
industrial conducted researches used in the project will be critically questioned for enough
authenticity.
2.2 PRIMARY RESEARCH
Primary research contains all the qualitative and quantitative data collected during this
project. It consists information about all the processes and techniques used for conducting
the interviews, questionnaires and contacting the vendor of e-boks.
14

2.2.1 INTERVIEWS
User interviews have been o du ted i o de to e plo e the people s pe eptio of eboks.dk and how they exploit it as users.
As part of the project ten qualitative interviews [14] have been held to help identify the
conceivable relation between privacy and user experience in e-boks.dk the Denmark
digital post service. Interviews were approximately between half an hour and forty five
minutes long. The users were encouraged to speak freely and explain their experience
with the service related to the topic. At certain point users were also asked to come with
new ideas for upgrading the interaction with the service.

2.2.1.1 RECRUITMENT PROCESS
As first requirement for the selected people for interviews was they to come from
different places and all walks of life. This provided diversity but also solid IT understanding
in the answers, since most of the interviewees had in one way or another IT background.
Moreover, the interviewees were precisely chosen to be aware of the new technologies
and use them frequently. Besides, their expected higher user experience can offer more
impressions of the usability of the digital post service in Denmark. In this way their results
have been more diverse and applicable to the purpose of this project.
Another factor was their age. People for the interviews were selected between the age of
twenty-four and forty-five. As the majority was between 24- and 30-years old. This is due
to the fact that these people use new technologies and online services frequently.
Furthermore, they have already formulated different opinions, based on their rich
experience with digital products. Furthermore, according to a research, conducted by
Czaja, Sara J.; Charness, Neil, relatively younger generations are more willing to adopt the
new technologies. [15] This is another reason for selecting these interviewees.
Most of the interviewees e e f o the autho s pe so al et o k. Professionalism and
completely honest answers to the questions were expected, avoiding the relationship
between the author and the interviewee. In data collection chapter become clear weather
this has been achieved or not and on what extent during this project.
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2.2.1.2 METHOD IMPLIED IN THE INTERVIEWS
Considering the technique defined by Kvale [16] for holding interviews, in this project are
used mix of semi-structured and face-to-face interviews. The form of the conducted
interviews was trying to follow the spiral approach. This means that the questions and
answers were revealing more information about the same subject but answered after
goi g deepe i the use s e pla atio s. “o eti es uestio s e e asked as giving and
proving statements then continue to the next one in order to conclude full statements and
also for the interview to be directed in the way that could provide measurable outcomes.
[16] Measurable in the sense of asking questions in order to check the theoretical
framework. However, interviewed people were also encouraged to share their personal
experience as well as to give additional suggestions. All the interviews were held face to
face which helped for complete understanding the i te ie ees poi t of ie as well as
supported by their behaviour and body language.
All the interviews started with a briefing about the project and also information in regards
with the interview as for example that the conversation is recorded, only anonymous
statements of the interview were quoted in the final report. The briefing also included a
small introduction of the project itself as well as the purpose of the project. By this
briefing interviewees were got familiar with the formulation of the project and the used
terms in it.
Afte the i te ie
de iefi g
as also ade a o di g to K ale s suggestio s fo
conducting an interview [16]. In the debriefing at the end of the interview participants
were asked if they would like to add something additional and also how they feel about
the interview. These questions were asked in order to achieve satisfaction in both sides interviewee and interviewer, when they concluded the conversation.
According to Kvale [16] for a good semi-structured interview a script and user guide are
e essa . Mo eo e , the use guide also alled i te ie guide helps ith the
sequence of the questions and also with different ways to explore deeper the
i te ie ee s poi t of ie . The i te ie guide fo this p oje t is kept in the appendix.
The first interview was also a test and assurance for the interview guide as if the questions
are easily understandable according to the chosen people. Furthermore, supplementary
changes were made after the first interview and questions were cleared during the next
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two interviews as well. This was due to the fact that part of the questions were too
analytical and academic and the participants were confused how to answer.
On the other hand, part of the answers were revealing different and broader aspects of eboks which required a revision of the interview guide and adding new questions for
receiving coherent qualitative outcome from the next interviews. However, depends on
the interview itself and respective answers couple of more questions were asked in the
individual cases that are not part of the guide. The reason for these extra questions was to
follo up the sto ies a d go deepe i the i te ie ee s u de sta di g a d pe eptio of
the Danish digital post system.
In order to help the abstract questions to receive more meaning interviewees were given
examples. Moreover, this examples were leading the answers in a certain direction which
is considered as a taken bias to the project and also evaluated in the findings of the
interviews described later in the project.
In the improved questions guide both dynamic and thematic questions were asked.
However, more of the questions were in a dynamic dimension [16] and were kept as short
as possible with understandable language to the interviewees. Moreover, the people
being interviewed e e sti ulated to talk a out thei e pe ie es a d feeli gs [16]
related to e-boks service and their personal stories about it.
Another result from the first interview was to improve the order of the questions and add
ones concerning people s understanding about the service in the beginning. In this way,
supplementary basic order for further questions were created which was also a big help
for the interviewees to predict and easily follow the idea of the questions. This helped the
participants to feel comfortable by introducing their point of view as the most meaningful
one. On the other hand, it also helped the author to start building the individual profile of
the users and with this to better understand the e uite s poi t.
Questions about improvement interface solutions that might be relevant to the future
development of e-boks service was kept for the end of the interview as well as the
e o
e datio s f o the use s the sel es.

2.2.2 CONTACT WITH THE VENDOR
In order to take in consideration all the sides involved in the digital post service system an
attempt for a contact with the e-boks vendor has been initiated. Their perspective could
explain their reasons for the decisions they took when creating the service. Furthermore,
17

they could also contribute with new ideas and additional impressions for the future
implementation.
After a month waiting for respond, e-boks had decided to help the project by answering
questions via exchanged emails. E-boks.dk encourage the communication and had
promised to consider the questions if they answer them or not in the scope of the project.
After e- oks.dk e do s e ei ed a d o side ed the asked uestio s, the ha e
announced that the subject is too sensitive and the requested information is qualified as
confidential. In the end they have not expressed further interest and decide not to get
involved in this particular project.

2.3 USED METHOD
At the start of this project a broader topic has been defined. This topic has aimed to
examine and explore whether or not a relation between privacy, user experience and
information overload exists. While maturing the project has evolved to the idea of
i estigati g the use s pe eptio to e- oks alue p eposition. This narrowing down
process brought clearer baseline for the project. Moreover, the uniqueness of the project
is i the alue of the use s state e ts. Those state e ts, o the othe ha d, are typical
example of raw empirical data that need to be understood.
There are different methods and techniques for analysing raw data. In his work Thomas
[17] discusses the observation how most of the researchers and investigators are usually
looking fo asi steps a d flo to e pu sued. At A General Inductive Approach for
Analysing Qualitati e E aluatio Data , Thomas said:
I ha e fou d that a
esea he s a d e aluato s, ho a e u fa ilia ith a of
the traditional approaches to qualitative analysis, wish to have a straightforward set
of procedures to follow without having to learn the underlying philosophy and
te h i al la guage asso iated ith a
ualitati e a al sis app oa hes.
Induction and inductive method are very helpful in these cases to formulate simple and
easy to follow organised structure. On the other hand, according to the critical view of
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Bendassolli [18] the inductive approach has the major drawback to take one fact and
make conclusions on it. Even though the fact might change or may never occur the same
again. In induction there are uncertainties that are arguable if they can be taken as solid
base for making further decisions. In Bendassolli words:

The debate centres around how we justify that what we know is valid [18]
Despite Be dassolli s iti al ie i du tio helps to o ga ise this p oje t i the est
possible a . This is due to the fa t that the p oje t is fo used o use s state e ts a out
their experience. Further, when one of the users face a major problem for instance as lack
of functionalities it is inevitable that other users have also faced the same or similar issue
at some point.
That is why inductive method for structuring the project and analysing the qualitative raw
data has been selected. Other approaches was also considered but shortly discarded due
to ot fitti g i to the flo of this p oje t s spe ifi atio s.
Inductive approach also means that first gathering data and observation are conducted
and later followed by analysis with implemented theories. The specific of induction as
stated earlier is that starts from the example and build the hypothesis and conclusions
based on the qualitative data.
To a oid u de esti ati g theo se tio this p oje t follo s Be dassolli s idea of relation
between theory and empirical data (induction) [18]. Usually, deductive method is the one
that mainly focus on the theory which is proven or refuted after observing. However, in
the case of inductive analysis is important for scientific paper after observing the
qualitative information theories to be implied. These theories further develop the
understanding of the examples and support building the final recommendations and
hypothesis.
Figure 2 below demonstrate the differences between the inductive and deductive method
which are introduce as opposite approaches one starting from the common and going to
the particular case (deductive) and the other starting from the examples and building up
grounded understanding about the common situation.
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FIGURE [2] – INDUCTIVE VS. DEDUCTIVE REASONING

[19]

However, figure 3 presents the inductive method adapted to this project after considering
its concept and technicalities.
The first step was to collect the empirical data with interviews as presented on figure 3.
Details about these interviews and the process of gathering have already been introduced
earlier in the chapter. [19] [20]
After observation it was time to structure the data and summarise the found materials.
This is presented in the chapter data collection with interviews outcome and findings.
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FIGURE [3] – METHODOLOGY FOLLOWED IN THE PROJECT

The next step was to analyse the raw data and comport with theories. As also pointed
earlier it is vital the theories to correspond and supplement the empirical findings in order
to create a coherent paper. Chapter 5 of the project correspond to this section.
As a final step on the figure 3 is presented a stage called suggestions for improvement.
This stage includes the user requirements announced during the findings and aims to
suggest a technical solution for each one of them. Depends on the requirements the
proposals are mostly addressing topics related with the interaction between the user and
the system. Chapters from 6 to 10 contains and bring out all the recommendations,
suggestions and conclusions.
After clearing all the methods and the structure that is followed for the project is time to
describe the particular case in depth.
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3. CASE DESCRIPTION
The existing project of e-boks.dk and how the system operates are explained in greater
details in this chapter. Further, in the chapter the technical overview of authentication
and implemented security measurements in e-boks.dk are apprised. The chapter ends
with a discussion about the current situation and raised issues. Those issues are taken for
a baseline for further developing of the project.

3.1 EXISTING PRODUCT – E-BOKS.DK
E-boks.dk as a company organisation was founded in 2001, Denmark. They were selected
to create an online replacement of the paper post in Denmark. Figure 4 present
“pa ekasse Th s outlook o e-boks.dk. They presented the service as paperless post.
[21] The idea of e-boks was also to be part of the new e-government initiative of the
country. At their web site page e-boks.dk creators advertise their services by a short video
[22] that presents the service as much secured and easy to collect all the information from
public authorities. However, e-boks.dk are recognised mostly as replacement service of
the paper post and by this they also are taking care of the environment.

FIGURE [4] - E-BOKS.DK = PAPERLESS POST SERVICE

[21]

Back in 2005 and 2006 according to their history [6] e-boks.dk was used by a million of
people and offered a digital signature service to their users. There are evidences provided
by the Danish newspapers and articles [23] that people are more willing to read their
digital post compared to the paper one. With this e-boks achieved success by offering
online service.
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On the other hand, this does not change the fact that digital post has been a mandatory
service as well as Danish paper post for every Danish citizen since 1st of November 2014.
[2] However, the digital post make the service much easier to be monitored. This is due to
the fact, that digital service are traceable and have the possibility to track if a letter is
opened or not by the receiver. For example, according to the Danish articles in Nationalt
Berlingske (a Danish online newspaper) [24] [12] in 2015 about a quarter of a million
people did not opened their emails due to different reasons. The statistics are clear and
they are used by Danish authorities like one part of the sources that forms a baseline for
further discussions and improvements. In the next section are presented more details
about the purpose of e-boks.dk.

3.2 PURPOSE
The purpose of e-boks was to replace the Danish paper post office and in these terms also
to provide a link for the public authorities to contact the citizens. Every Danish citizen over
15 has been obliged to sign up for e-boks since November 2014. [2] Working with Danish
government e-boks service was equipped with the highest level of security and part of the
NemID services.
Over the years [6] e-boks has been offering services like email client service, digital
signature and free storage space for uploading personal document (cloud service) to their
users.
Even offering all these services, the empirical data conducted in this project shows that eboks still lacking features or a user-friendly approach. Most of the people understand eboks as a mandatory service that is usually one-way directed in the communication.
Discussing the existing product e-boks here is the time to also present how the service
works. At least the process of authentication and login in e-boks. It gives better
understanding on the existed solution about strong security (the authentication method)
and how the NemID technology affects the user experience by revealing more about the
process.
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3.3 AUTHENTICATION IN E-BOKS.DK
As a digital public service that pretend to be highly secured, e-boks.dk has implemented
certain level of security.
Most of the web services nowadays are protected with minimum a single layer of
authentication. [25] This means that after registering a username the user is asked to
choose a password.
There are many ways to strengthen your password like including at least one character
which might be uppercase or lowercase, including special symbols, numbers, etc. All these
techniques together with extending the number of letters for a password increase the
level of the password and respectively the level of security to access the system.
Furthermore, these methods are frequently used and well recognized by the regular
(without special IT and security background) users.
Another technique is a second layer of authentication to be added. The second layer
means to append an additional code for verifying when accessing a system. This code
could be provided in different ways as for example SMS code, email verification or one
time password (OTP) hardware device or physical card holder. Representative of the OTP
is the NemID technology which is explained below. [26]
A research held in 2013 by De Cristofaro, Park, Park and Norcie presented how different
factors of authentication and different methods of securing a service were perceived by
the users. In their research, factors as gender, age, income and education were involved
to introduce the diversity of their results. Moreover, the majority of their interviewees
were selected with poor IT and security background. They found out what is the
motivation of people to use two factor authentication method (with email/SMS
verification or OTP (One time password) code. [27] According to their survey [27] people
are either willing to use OTP codes (approximately 30 percent of the results) or in the
majority of cases are forced to use at least 50 percent respond that about their
motivation.
3.4 NEMID LOGIN IN E-BOKS
NemID is the Danish governmental solution of providing two factor authentication to all of
the digital systems that require it. NemID is a product that similarly to e-boks.dk has
started around 2000 and is also supported by the Danish government. Below on figure 5 is
presented the evolving on the service according to a presentation made by Nets (Nordic
provider of digital payments). [28]
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FIGURE [5] – EVOLVEMENT OF DANISH E-GOVERNMENT SECURITY

[29]

Figure 5 presents the progress and the initial idea for continuous improvement until
reaching the necessary level of security and productivity. Around 2010, the last version of
the progress called NemID was fully deployed and has started functioning. NemID was
substitute of the digital signature and become the most trusted and secured way of
accessing sensitive information such as bank or governmental institution information. [29]
All this development comes to show the evolution in the service and the similar product
approached by Danish e-government.
Furthermore, NemID is a vital part of the user experience within the e-boks.dk digital
service. Supplementary, this project is focused on the richness of the user experience even
though the technology mechanisms are not important for the users. [33][36]
In e-boks.dk one of the ways that privacy and security are achieved, is the strict and strong
authentication method with two factor authentication. As second layer in the particular
case is used an OTP device – usually printed card with codes, or for a certain fee could be
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purchased OTP device which produces one time codes in certain amount of time (a minute
for example). As pointed earlier NemID is the representative of this OTP device which uses
a card copy of 148 combinations of codes. After all cards are used Danish kommune is
providing a next NemID card with new unique codes. [32] [33]
The principle of signing into e-boks.dk or any other system that use NemID is as followed:
first username and password are typed onto the screen showed on figure 6 below.

FIGURE [6] AND [7] – NEMID LOGIN PROCESS - FIRST AND SECOND SCREEN

[30]

The second step includes a user to take his/her code and find a match after the system
automatically gives the first 4 digits of the security code as introduced at figure 7 above.
As a next step the user should find the right combination on the card holder and type the
rest (OTP) 6 digits. An example of NemID card is given at figure 8. [36]
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Figure [8] – NemID code card

[31]

From user point of view this takes time and more steps that are sitting between the
desired content and the user. [32] [33] In the data collection are presented examples
a out people s satisfa tio a out the logi p o edu e. Moreover, in the user
e ui e e ts hapte se u ed logi p o edu e a e also dis ussed as the fi st atego of
use s suggestio s fo i p o i g e-boks.dk. [34][35][36] [37]

3.5 DISCUSSIONS ABOUT E-BOKS.DK
Another theory is the one that Skaarup [38] [39] suggests in his Ph. D. thesis about young
people not being interested in dealing with public administration. In his Ph. D. Skaarup
pointed out the fact that even as digital natives (term introduced by Prensky in 2001 [40])
young generation have the problem to deal with bureaucracy and public administration.
This is the most important reason why this generation count on their parents to help them
with governmental issues according to Skaa up s p oje t. National and Plus [12] [10]
(Danish e-newspaper) have also stated the problem of poor interest to e-boks as a reason
for the low understanding of public administration. Even though these articles show
interest of analysing the reasons they do not explain clearly why the interest is poor. They
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pay attention to the long process of login and not really needed information. However,
this project is aiming to explain the reasons causing poor interest.
CPH Post Online quoted Jesper Bull Berger who presented the idea of NemID procedure
as It si pl e ui es too u h t pi g, li ki g a d odes . All these fa tors make the
login procedure an obstacle for the easy access to the service. Another quote from Berger
a d the sa e a ti le is: The a ou t of o k eeded outweighs the potential gain of
seeing if there is somethi g i po ta t i the post.
Berlingske Nationalt [11] and Business [41] present in their articles information about
digital post considering to improve the process of login by NemID by 2017-2018. The egovernment is ready to reconsider the usage of NemID and make it more applicable,
however it is a big challenge since NemID is used by the public and private sector in
Denmark, further elaborated the news.
To sum up, this chapter has presented most of the specifics of e-boks.dk. In depth have
been discussed the purpose and the case description as well the method of
authentication. All of these are later referred and analysed in chapter five.
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4. DATA COLLECTION
In this chapter are presented the outcome of the interviews as well as summary of the
recruitment process. Later in the chapter are introduced the different areas in which the
interviewees gave their answers. The defined categories offer an overview of the asked
uestio s a d people s opi io about how they evaluate their experience as users within
the e-boks service. Most of these questions have aimed to explore in greater extent the
use s pe spe ti e. Fu the o e, a impressions and different points of views were
collected during the interviews. People were encouraged to share thoroughly their
experience and their expressions about the service. This findings are also the solid
baseline for the further performed analysis in the following chapter.

4.1 INTERVIEW OUTCOME
In order to collect qualitative data 10 interviews have been conducted with users of eboks.dk. This was part of the process of gathering data about this project, together with
the desktop research and the executed survey.
It has been already presented in the methodology the inductive method that requires to
put the focus on the empirical data and start from the specifics and conclude about the
common case. As a matter of fact, the qualitative interviews are considered as the most
concrete and also the primary source for this project. This is due to the fact that the
accomplished interviews are also strong representative of collection of empirical data.
Those interviews have presented the clear view of the actual users of the system. As far as
this p oje t fo uses o use s pe spe ti e, use s opi io s a d comments about their
personal understanding and usage of the system was vital and with exclusive meaning for
the idea of the project. The ai pu pose of the i te ie s as to esea h people s
understanding of e- oks s alue p opositio a d also whether their needs are contented
or not. Moreover, to find out the use s satisfa tio
ith the service in terms of
implemented privacy and security. Furthermore, it has been explored the fulfilment and
enjoyment of the offered service and if there are any essential needs of the users that are
not covered by the existing product.
Additionally, these findings give the basis on which in the analysis part are built user
requirements, and those requirements are later presented. Examples of suggestions
coming from the users are how navigation and findability in the web service can be
improved as well as further ideas about changing the login procedure. Those suggestions
have been presented in the user requirements chapter.
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Rules for recruitment of people for the interviews
-

With different background
Interested in new technologies and solutions
Age group between 20 and 45 years old participants

Apart from only two interviews, the age group were between 24 and 30 and were
students or junior professionals in their field. Their background was various – IT, Business
oriented, law and political oriented people, as well as people in the field of human science
and etc. The other two interviews were respectively 31 and 45-years old. In total the
interviewees were distributed gender equally and were five female and five male
representatives.
Interviewee
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Age

Gender

24
28
45
31
27
25
26
26
25
25

Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Female
Male

Table [2] – Interviewees information
It is important to emphasise that answering the questions were usually broader than the
limits of the questions. Usually one reply provided information for more than one
research question. This however, make it difficult for dividing clear statements and those
to be cut from the conversations since more ideas were covered in one answer. It also
complicated the process of resolving and clarifying the outcomes of the project.
To achieve quality for this project I as follo i g the K ale s u de sta di g: The primary
task for both the doctor and interview researcher, however, remains that of obtaining
descriptions so that they have relevant and reliable material from which to draw their
interpretations. [16]
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4.2 INTERVIEW FINDINGS:
Naturally couple of categories emerged as findings in result of choosing inductive
reasoning and semi-structured interview questioning. All the categories that were not
relevant for the narrowed down scope of the project have been discarded which
happened in later stage. Below are discussed areas of findings related solely with user
experience and privacy and security. “i e the p oje t t ies to p ese t the use s
perception of e- oks.dk alue p opositio a sepa ate se tio is preserved for findings
related with that. These findings are selected as the most impressive and valuable for the
project. They present user statements about how users describe their experience while
operating with the service. Another vital group of findings is related with the interaction
between users and e-boks.dk interface. Finally, the last but not least group specifies more
on security and its relation with interacting with e-boks.dk. The separated areas of
findings and brief summary of their results are presented as followed.
4.2.1 WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF E-BOKS ACCORDING TO THE USERS? HOW NEW
FEATURES AND SERVICES (LIKE CLOUD STORAGE FOR EXAMPLE) ARE
PERCEIVED?
All of the interviewees have been familiar with the service and they were using it before.
Most of them qualified e-boks.dk service as a replacement of the regular paper post.
Moreover, they have been asked to sign up compulsory since the service become
mandatory in Denmark. The most common opinions are provided by the statements of
Interviewee 1 and Interviewee 5 below:
E-boks gives you access to the post sent from different governmental institutions.
These are sent ele t o i all to ou. [In1.3]
And
A tuall fo
e this [e-boks.dk] is a way to skip the regular post service in
De a k… E-boks is just a platform where I can get my emails from public
autho ities. [In5.6]
Almost all the interviewees gave positive comments about the service. This is observable
by first their body reactions and second by small details as for example Interviewee 5
[In5.6] who has explained his o fo t a d e jo e t of skip -ing the regular Danish post
service. Another example is given by Interviewee 1 and her comment - I thi k the s ste
is eall good in [In1.6] and many more comments in the findings and analysis chapter
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showing similar attitude from the interviewees. In general it has been noticed that people
were able to explain what they like and they do not like in e-boks.dk. At least they
presented personal reflections to all the areas and topics that they have been asked. On
the other hand, they were encouraged to share their full range of experiences within eboks.dk service.
Furthermore, almost all of the interviewees expressed the feelings of understating the
necessary of the service, apart from the Interviewee 10. He was a bit distracted at the
beginning of the interview and then from his answers it seems that he has not seen the
reason why to use the service since all other authorities was reaching him in his Danish
personal email.
I do ’t k o . I ha e e e eall felt that it [e-boks.dk] was important for anything. I
have no idea what [e-boks.dk] is used for. OK, I ea I k o it’s [e-boks.dk is] like
the public mail address so you have one official mail address which seems like really
good idea ut hi h i sta e does ’t ha e ou sta da d e ail at this poi t. It just
seems like you know what you call it - back-up pla hi h is good. [In10.3]
The comment [In10.3] showed the positive attitude to the service since he twice
e tio ed that it is good . Ho e e , this does ot ha ged the fa t that I te ie ee
had some confusion about the purpose of e-boks.dk. This confusion is thoroughly
discussed in the following section about the purpose as well as in the analysis.
Furthermore, his unfamiliarity provoked him to offer more reserved and even in a way
negative answers in addition to the previous one. Negative in the sense of this particular
user honestly admit that over the time he just did not feel the need to use Danish digital
post. On top of his previous comment he mentioned that he was aware and signed up
when it became mandatory but then he has never been encouraged to use the service. Or
in his own words:
Well to e o pletel ho est, I fo got a out it e iste e o pletel . I ha e ’t ee
reminded of its [e-boks.dk] existence for years. I feel also you know if something
urgent popped up there [e-boks.dk] on a frequent basis then I ould ’t have
forgotten that it [e-boks.dk] exists in the first place. [I
. ]
The interviewee 10 claimed that he was not reminded for the service s existence.
Moreover, firstly he affirmed the aspect about the lack of the service and the fact that this
did not changed his life at any point. As a second aspect presented in the same statement
[In10.2] it was interesting to be noticed the raising question of urgency and its importance
in the e-boks service. This matter also helps to reveal what e-boks offer to their users and
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whether or not the offered is enough for them. The same point of view was also
expressed by interviewee 1:
I do ’t thi k the pu pose of this se i e is to i fo
ou a out e u ge t thi gs. If
it is urgent, they will contact you in a different way. and later supported by the
statement As fa as I see it, people a e fo e to use it. As the a e fo es, the
organizations, at least the letters are not really urgent. As for example, when I
receive letters that the road is closed is not something that your life depends on or it
is e i po ta t fo ou. [In1.2]
I te ie ees opi io s were clearly pointing out the idea that e-boks is not used for
urgent situations. Moreover, it is used only for regular information. The reasons for that
will be discussed in the analysis.
Another very interesting fact has been discovered at this stage while conducting the
interviews. The answers in regards to what e-boks.dk is and how the service is used or for
what purpose revealed different replies.
Furthermore, all of these replies have belonged to one of the three different categories as
followed:
1) Related with function of storing and archiving documents from public authorities
and private companies
2) Related with function of notifying people about different information affecting
their lives
3) Related with creating communication channel between citizens and authorities
An example for the confusion raised in users is the I te ie ee
boks.dk:

s opi io about e-

„I u de sta d e-boks as a service which kind of make it easier for you to get
everything together and have all your personal information and all the things you
have to communicate with public services and etc. This is the way for me to
communicate with all these institutions. [I . ]
It is interesting how her puzzlement is discernible in her words when she tries to explain
what e-boks.dk is. For the interviewee 7 is hard to define the service as one particular.
Moreover, this is the reason why she combines all the features that she has been using in
e-boks.dk and has explained the se i e as everything together .
In order to disclose the different sub-categories of purpose according to the user, below
are presented each one of them with more user statements and comments. The first one:
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4.2.1.1 E-BOKS.DK AS AN ARCHIVE OR STORAGE PLACE
One of the most valuable comments about storage and archive functionalities was given
by Interviewee 8. He clearly declared his needs of a summary of his bank statements. He
expressed the feeling that for him in certain sense e-boks.dk is an archive repository. He
was concern about his financial status and was checking every 6 months personally his
letters, as presented in the statement [In8.3]. The inconvenience of the service not to
offer a summary of all the bank statements and also the fact that he was not able to
download all the selected emails at once created bad experience for him.
O the othe ha d, I guess at the end of the year for example when I am dealing
with my taxes and read all my invoices – it will be much more comfortably if I am
locally on my desktop and operate as I do with dropbox. This will be much easier to
open all the pdf without sending them to my Gmail and open through my Gmail. I
think this will be applicable in this case. For example today I was calculating the first
6 months – ho
u h o e I’ e e ei ed a d also ho
u h ta es as paid a d so
on and so forth. However, I do all this one by one – respectively looking for the
payslips for the certain month and checking. And in case if I am in a folder similar to
dropbox it will e u h less ti e o su i g [In8.3]
To enrich the storage and archive functionalities e-boks vendors has also provided cloud
storage service since beginning of 2016. However, this feature is comparatively new as it
was presented in the introduction (Chapter1) and so far not so many people are aware of
its existence. The loud se i e is p i a il p o oted as deposit o fo keepi g digital
alua les . [7]
However, the empirical data for this project showed that almost all of the interviewees
were not aware of this new feature. Furthermore, part of them express their concerns
about why they will need such a new service implemented in e-boks.dk. In addition they
were bothered by questions like how secure is the storage and whether the interviewees
are willing to trust e-boks and with what type of files. For instance interviewee 5 and 9 are
illi g to t the se i e ut o l ith ot too p i ate do u e ts.
…. “o i ase e assu e that e-boks will not give away my personal information
the
h ot to t this featu e. I a
illi g to t ust the
ut i e tai
i u sta es as if the a e elia le i hat the offe . [In5.7]
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Interviewee 9 was the most open to the idea and she said she really needs to store
somewhere her certificates but she uses other cloud services for other stuff like her
personal photos.
The loud se i e that the offe – maybe I could use it. Because I actually have a
problem with certificates – I do ’t k o
he e to sa e the . Pi tu es a d p i ate
things no. I use other cloud services for that. I usually use Google Drive cloud
service. [I . ]
Interviewee 4 raised the issue that he mostly interact with e-boks on his mobile phone
and cloud storage has not yet implemented on the mobile application, this would create
obstacles for him to use the service.
I saw that [that e-boks offers cloud storage] ut I ha e ’t eall look hat is a out.
And it [e-boks cloud storage service] is a good point because maybe this [e-boks
cloud storage] one is not really integrated with the mobile app. It might not noticed
it [in case it is not implemented on the mobile app it will be hard to the user to try
it]. [I . ]
The most conservative answers similar to his previous responds was given by Interviewee
10. He commented that he does not see the point in such a service in e-boks. However, he
kept developing his statement and he pointed out that according to his view maybe this
feature is offered to accompany all the people who do not use any other cloud service in
their life.
u
, I a ’t thi k of a si gle i sta e i
hi h that ould e useful. I ea
asi all
hat the a e offe i g people is a pu li loud sto age. I ea that’s
actually not a ad idea. O the othe ha d, uhh .. h ? I ea it’s .. The ta get
now.. Now when I am thinking about it they targeted the audience as obviously
people ho do ’t eall ha e othe loud thi gs set up. Like d op o fo e a ple, I
mean in order for this to compete with dropbox it would have to have a client or
i do s sto age. [In10.4]

4.2.1.2 SYSTEM FOR NOTIFYING OR INFORMING YOU FOR AN EVENT OR
SITUATION
Couple of examples were given to support the idea of e-boks.dk as a notifying system. For
instance Interviewees 1 and 2 opinions. The core of the idea is that e-boks.dk informs
citizens for events and situations that are closely related to them. On the other hand,
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users can decide if they do not want to receive specific email on their digital post. In this
case they have to pay for receiving it in paper. Supporting the idea Interviewee 2 gave her
point of view:
E-boks for me is the digital post that the Danish system is offering in order to you to
be able to get access to information that is related to you as a person in regards of
different things, for example regarding something from the kommune, or regarding
something from hospital, or related with your work. So basically you get this letters
that i fo
ou that ou eed to do so ethi g. [In2.3]
Moreover, interviewee 1 emphasized that receiving information from authorities is very
important to her since she signed to receive all types of notifications:
I signed up to receive an email to my regular email and a text message when I have
i o es. “o I e ei e ultiple otifi atio s [In1.5]
There were also other comments related with this functionality. However, as it was
explained before due to the fact that one answer from a user contained usually
information about more than one asked question the extraction of statements and
findings was complicated. On the other hand, those two statements highlighted the core
of this a ea s i po ta e.
The last sub- atego

that use s ualified e- oks.dk s se i e is:

4.2.1.3 CHANNEL FOR COMMUNICATION WITH PUBLIC AUTHORITIES
In general e-boks.dk has been created to replace the paper post. Since paper post was the
official and common channel for communication between people but also between
people and authorities this functionality has been inherited by e-boks.dk. In this sense eboks.dk is the official and the only way of digital communication between different
authorities and Danish citizens at one platform. Additionally, to remind statement [In10.3]
where there is a possibility for people to contact a separate public organization
individually th ough e ha gi g e ails et ee the e tai autho it a d a itize s
private email address. This does not change the fact that e-boks.dk offers a shared
platform for communication between a list of the public and private companies.
Interviewee 1 strongly support this idea by her comment:
I think the system [E-boks] is really good. It connect you to the local ..uhm..
different governmental institutions. You are connected to them through something
online and I think this is nice. Because a lot of ti es ou do ’t ha e the ti e
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physically to go and get the information yourself. “o I thi k it’s [e-boks service]
good. [In1.6]
Or the explicit quote by Interviewee 8:
E-boks is usable but it is used only for one specific service to communicate with high
le el i stitutio s. Yes e a
ite e ails to ea h othe ut the e is o poi t. [In8.7]
Further, statement [In4.3] also enforces the idea of highly secured communication
channel. The second half of the comment made by Interviewee 4 was suggestions and
ideas how the security could be changed. Those discussions are kept for the following
sections and the analysis chapter.
I thi k e-boks could be used as normal daily email for sudden purpose. Not everyone
using it for a daily email service. I am considering in case I have something important
to send and if I could do this through e-boks. So that I know it is provided with high
security. If e-boks can change the service like that – to make it more go two way
[receive and reply options] it will be nice. I know that I can do it even now but they
give me the notification about the security all the time. On the other hand, maybe
the security could be there but they could encourage people by their visual graphics
that users can send emails. Which is important for me, for example to use the system
egula l . The I thi k people ill like the se i e o e. [In4.2]
Another statement also come in favour to the communication channel, however it has
exposed an issue. According to the statement of Interviewee 9, e-boks.dk does not
endorse communication in respond from users to senders (different authorities).
I do ’t e e e ut it’s usuall o l ead e ails. A d if ou ha e to do so ethi g
you should call someone, usually you cannot send emails through e-boks. If I need to
reply I reply in another system, I called and they said I need to push the button or
something and then they will figure out what to do. Usually if I need to do something
– I ha e to all so e od . I thi k it’s possi le to se d a e ail, ut it’s ot ea t to
do, this is not the purpose of e-boks. [I . ]
In summary, all the different types of services and different functionalities offered great
variety to the users to perform different scenarios. On the other hand, the mix of services
implemented in e-boks.dk challenge them to quickly adapt while performing on Danish
digital post. Moreover, users are trying to be flexible with the service, however
considering Intervie ee s opinion it is hard to achieve that. Her statements for this
question is:
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So this is not nice to have a difference between the mobile and web version. It
should be one platform. Not a difference between the web version and the mobile
one. But actually it depends. Because my Feriepenge [Danish fund for vacations] I
open it exactly from e- oks. I did ’t go to a othe s ste . However, my mom – she
open in another system. So, depends where you work and how the system is and so
on so forth. [I . ]
Those comment can also be used to introduce the fact that people feel disorient about
how to react while dealing with Danish digital post. In case e-boks.dk offers a channel for
communication should this mean that only authorities can actively participate in the
dialog and users only passively read the information? Or in case of storing and archiving –
how usable is the offered space since statement [In8.3] has clearly explained that
information can be accessed and operated one by one. Finally, the last one – notifying
functionality – when people assume what is the content of the letter how they are
stimulate to check it. Since for instance with the pay slips the same information is
accessed via personal bank profile and most of the time without the requirement of
Ne ID se o d la e of authe ti atio . All those uestio s a out ho use s o p ehe d
the values proposition of e-boks.dk has been raised during conducting the interviews.
Furthermore, together with findings about privacy and security they all will be discussed in
greater details at the analysis.
At certain point this projected contained the assumption that the interface of e-boks.dk is
not good enough and this is the reason why people do not want to check their letters or
why they have difficulties while operating with the service. However, this assumption
have been proven as wrong. Below are the highlights of those findings:
4.2.2 IS THE INTERFACE GOOD ENOUGH TO SUIT FOR ITS PURPOSE?
Almost all of the interviewees were sharing that the interface suits for its purpose. They
were explaining that the service is easy to operate and almost all of them did not have any
problems or issues while working with e-boks.dk.
It [the interface] seemed pretty intuitive to me. It look like a pretty normal inbox –
like not an email box but one of these public inbox where you know there is not that
many things listed but that is because of the messages are so far apart. I can tell
about the tabs works pretty intuitive as well.. It worked the way that you are
expected to a d it also o ked the a I ould ha e e pe ted to. [In10.1]
“i ple e pla atio s des i i g the i te fa e as i tuiti e , st aight fo a d , si ple a d
o ks
i te ie ees , i te ie ee a d i te ie ee . Ea h o e of thei state e ts
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shows also how with their own word and expressions they have similar understanding and
point of view about the interface of e-boks.dk.
I thi k it’s p ett st aight fo a d. You a see o e utto f o p i ate, o e utto
for business – it’s p ett st aight fo ward where you need to go. And you have the
a igatio
e u o o e side. A d I thi k it is p ett eas to ope ate ith. I ha e ’t
had a p o le s so fa . [In5.5]
and
The interface of the web version of e-boks is like older version of yahoo email client
se i e. The othe thi g is that the offe i te fa e i E glish hi h I thi k it’s a good
thing and enrich the service. The interface is simple and works. The menu is in the
left side, then you have things on top – and e-boks is following a design of email
client service. [I . ]
In summary users were happy with the interface and they have not expected something
else. Moreover, to support the web-version Interviewee 9 make the statement that e-boks
is one of the few things that she uses her computer for. She enjoys the offered interface
and it is much easier for her to read her information on the web application.
Fo e the appli atio is too s all. A d fo
e the stuff like
sala o so e
other information – it is not easy to see it in this resolution – it’s too s all. That is the
easo
h I al a s ope it f o
o pute . It’s good the appli atio still sa i g
you have some undead messages however I prefer to use the computer version. I
prefer larger screen for e-boks. I think this is one of few things that I use my
computer for. Facebook, emails, other social Media all is on my phone, but e-boks I
use it o l o
o pute . [In9.5]
The idea of poor interface and consequently causing issues for users and their experience
has been absolutely refuted with all those comments by the most of the interviewees. The
qualitative data from the interviews drew e-boks.dk with simple interface that works for
the simple requirements that e-boks.dk vendors placed when started the project.
The last sections are saved for the security implemented in Danish digital post. This
findings focused on how people understand security in the service. Furthermore, how
they feel about the executed level of security and do they have other suggestions.
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4.2.3 HOW USERS UNDERSTAND THE OFFERED SECURITY (PROTECTING THEIR
PRIVACY)? DOES IT AFFECT THEIR EXPERIENCE AT ANY POINT?
Most of the interviewees were agreeing with the fact that they like the security and that it
is in place in e-boks.dk. It make them feel safer and more secured.
On security and privacy matters Interviewees 4 and Interviewee 8 had very close
statements that presented how they treat their privacy and security in e-boks.dk.
..But I ould ’t like a
I ould like

pi a

od else to k o
to e

Da ske a k i fo

atio ... [In4.1]

% p ote ted… [In8.1]

Both of them proclaimed very strong interest for protecting their individuals by the
implemented security in e-boks.dk. Furthermore, Interviewee 1 raised the point that
governmental services comes on a certain price and for e-boks.dk the price is the security
and complicated process of login with the NemID code.
Yes I e ei e e ails that the do ’t eed to e so st o gl se u ed, ut as I see it as
a service that provides you access to letters. It is not matter that these messages are
o e se u el t a s itted to ou, it’s o e a out it’s a pla e f o the go e
e t
that comes on a certain price. Security is just part of the price. So these letters, eoks is just a pla e he e ou’ e o ta ted f om public authorities and institutions.
This is the easiest way to do that for them. Because you can also receive the paper
which you could argue about the security level of that, too. [In1.1]
The rest of the interviewees were less concerned about their privacy and they have just
acknowledged the fact of its existence. Moreover, a common sense between most of the
other interviewees was the fact that the security is typical for the Danish systems by the
implemented regular protection method with the NemID code. However, Interviewee 9
clearly stated that she prefer the service to be user-friendly over to be secured.
I thi k e-boks is more secured compared with the personal cloud services. I like that
Dropbox is so user friendly. This is the purpose to use it for storing my data there.
And it is so easy to save in your personal Dropbox folder. I prefer user friendliness
a d ease of use o e the se u it . It should e oth ut o ada s, it’s e ha d to
say what is secured and what is not. Even services as Facebook – ou do ’t k o the
pictures that you are posting where they are going, where they are stored, and so on
so fo th. Eithe a , ou ha e to e as ou do ’t a e, a d do hate e ou a t to
do o take a e of ou i fo atio a d spa
i g people. You do ’t k o
hat the
spamming [In9.1]
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Maybe the best point of view has been presented by Interviewee 8 who emphasized on
the relation between the conflict areas of privacy and usability. He said:
Security in e-boks is pretty Danish standardized. And in case my mobile phone was
able to remember my full credentials it would have been nice. Another thing is that
iPhone has 6 digits pass, which is not the usual 4 that we are used to have. This app
is coming with 6 digit requirements for password which confuses me as a user. But
like this it’s o e se u ed. Ho e e , ou a ’t do u h if ou ope
e-boks on my
mobile. You cannot write an email or anything else, you could only see my pay slip
the e a d that’s it. O the othe ha d, it depe ds the data leakage ill e huge
because you will see the amount, but also my personal cpr number, my address and
other personal stuff. [In8.2]
He gave detailed explanation of the situation of passwords and the difference between
password with 4 or 6 digits. Furthermore, he was able to capture the problem from
e do s point of view (cherishing privacy and security) a d the use s position
appreciating the easy access and usability of a digital service. The relation between privacy
(achieved by implemented security) and usability (user experience) has been thoroughly
discussed in the analysis.
Absolutely contradicting to that relation as I te ie ee s statement:
I a sa i g that e posed p i a does ’t e essa il
ea ou ill ha e ad use
experience. Because for some users maybe the more privacy is implemented the
better is the user experience. Depends on the users. E-boks is just a platform where I
a get
e ails f o pu li autho ities. Of ou se it eeds p i a
ut I do ’t k o
for me the higher the privacy gets actually the user experience is better at least for
e. [In5.1]
His comments [In5.1] and [In5.2] build him the profile of strongly supporting privacy and
security within e-boks.dk. However, despite these statements Interviewee 5 discredited
his original thoughts by telling me about his hypocrite actions. Hypocrite in the sense of
the fact that this particular person showed many concerns and strong support to eboks.dk and his security. Moreover, his own words were about he would not like anybody
else to see his letters from the authorities and he like the security implemented in e-boks.
It was a matter of trust and also a matter of risk according to him. This particular
interviewee mentioned in the conversation that he is not willing to expose the content
that he receive in e-boks.dk to no one else. However, (this is where the paradox
happened) since he is a foreigner he anyhow needed to share his information with third
party supplier in order understand it. On the other hand, these hypocrite actions just
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discredit his previous statements and left questions about what is his actual perception of
the security.
This [t a slated fu tio alit ] will save me from copy the text and translate it in
Google. Then actually if you have the NemID to protect you and quite a lot of layers
of se u it ut the i ase ou’ e a fo eig e ou a ho put the hole text you
received in a third party place – as for example Google translate or something like
that. And then what is the point of the security in place in e-boks? In this way a
person also expose his/he p i a . [In5.3]
Analysing his actions and contradicting thoughts is introduced in the following chapter.
However, this interview raised very important question of how people think and how they
actually react. Furthermore, it discovered a huge drawback of e-boks.dk as service that
claim they provide strong security to their users.
Finally, this chapter come out with a few findings in relation with the implemented
security or in other words the login procedure.
4.2.3.1 SUPPLEMENTARY TO THE SECURITY: HOW DO USERS FIND THE PROCESS OF
LOGIN IN E-BOKS?
Almost all the users agreed that the login procedure makes it difficult to smoothly use the
e-boks service. Even more, couple of them confirm by their statements that they would
like to avoid the process. Moreover, this is the reason why they have been looking for
alternative ways to sign up like the mobile application or Danske bank just to skip the
NemID part.
Usi g Ne ID is ot o fo ta le fo e a d ake usi g the se i e too o ple ,
requiring always to keep the NemID with you when you have to open. Even more if I
k o the o te t of a lette , I do ’t a t to aste the Ne ID ode fo it. I ould
eventually read the message the next time I open my e-boks for some more
i po ta t essage that I’ e e ei ed. [In3.1]
The catching part in this statement is a out the idea of asti g the Ne ID ode . NemID
is card that when the 148 passwords are all used then another card is purchased and
received by Danish citizens. The fact that the card is a physical appliance makes
Interviewee 3 to think about saving the code and not wasting it for information that can
e et ie ed i diffe e t a o he o side
ot i po ta t a d ould ot ead it
anyway.
To backing up the idea of avoiding the regular login procedure with NemID, Interviewee 5
said:
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it’s a it o ing to use the NemID log in every time. And since the app is doing the
jo I p efe to use it. A d I do ’t eed to sig i e e ti e a d to s it h o a d off
all the ti e [In5.4]
And Interviewee 6 added that according to her the NemID is not 100% necessary in the
case of e-boks.dk:
I do ’t thi k the Ne ID logi is so u h e essa
e ause fo e a ple i
eoks I do ’t thi k I ha e su h a alua le i fo atio the e. It’s alua le ki d of
because are pay slips and other money related documents that consist my CPR
u e i side. But still I do ’t k o if I eed to ha e the Ne ID i pla e, e ause
e e he I logi to
a k a ou t I do ’t eed the Ne ID. [In6.3]
All these state e ts e e iti al fo u de sta di g people s pe eptio of the digital post
service. They provided different aspects and uncovered unexploited field for research.
To sum up, in this chapter have been presented the variety of findings that have been
collected during conduction qualitative interviews. Moreover, all these statements
revealed interesting information which now needs to be further researched and analysed.
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5. RESEARCH ON FINDINGS, IMPLICATIONS AND (E-BOKS) SERVICE TESTING

This section introduces in depth research and beginning of analysis on the findings. User
testing has been performed on e-boks due to fact that the system is accessible by every
Danish citizen. For the testing my personal credentials and my Danish digital post box have
been used. I this hapte a e p ese ted o e of the i te ie ees state e ts f o the
findings. Moreover, to each one of the described cases is added supplementary
information in form of system testing or additional information like from the extra
interview with Søren Skaarup. Where it is possible supplementary user comments are
added to accompany the discussed case and achieve completeness. The point of the
chapter is to gain extensive knowledge and understanding of e-boks as service based on
use s feed a k a d testi g of e-boks.dk.
The th ee su atego ies ei g defi ed hile olle ti g use s i p essio s a out e-boks
are presented in the first place (in Data collection). They are outlined in the first group
ho people u de stand and react on e- oks.dk . Later, second main group of researches
and reviews are examined. It is elated ith alled Use s feed a k a d suggestio s .
5.1 HOW USERS UNDERSTAND AND USE E-BOKS
Findings in regards of this section were introduced in the previous section. Those findings
however, revealed an interesting reflection which worth to be deeper researched. In
includes 1) Research the archiving and storing functionalities of e-boks.dk, 2) Research the
notifying and informing functionalities of e-boks.dk, and 3) Research e-boks.dk as a
communication channel as followed:
5.1.1 RESEARCH THE ARCHIVING AND STORING FUNCTIONALITIES OF E-BOKS.DK
At first, is discussed the situation about the variety of functionalities performed by e-boks.
However, this variety created difficulties in users to deal with the system. For example the
first difficultness is the difference between the user expectations and the actual status of
the system in regards with storing and archiving in e-boks. Clear statement, supporting
the situation is provided by Interviewee 3 who explained that the system did not
performed in the way that he expected while he was storing his letters:
Wh he I do folde s a d atego ies i e-boks for example from my bank or from
the ko
u e the e ails do ’t go the e auto ati all ? Espe iall , he it is ot a
unfamiliar sender, and it is not the first time to receive an email from the place. I
need to drag and drop in the folder, and it is frustrating to do so, especially when you
al ead set up the folde s o e. [In3.3]
Additionally, Interviewee 8 stated:
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so e auto ati atego ies a d pa slips fo e a ple or these income stuff to go
st aight the e [st aight to a p edefi ed folde ] . [I . ]
Interviewee 3 and 8 need - whenever they received a letter from a register sender, this
lette to go to a spe ifi folde a ed afte the se de s a e. Fo e a ple, all e ails
coming from a Danske bank (one of the Danish banks) to be respectively separated from
the other emails and kept in a special folder called Danske bank.
In relation with the first sub category about arching and storing a testing of the e-boks
functionalities have been made. According to the e-boks se tio A hi i g ules sho ed
on figure 9 there is the possibility to receive letters in predefined folder automatically and
avoid user to take care of that by moving letters. Furthermore, the screen (figure 9) shows
that e-boks offered more than 1 options to please their users.

FIGURE [9] – HOW TO SET UP YOUR FOLDERS AND ARCHIVING RULES

When selecting the option of creating general rule and check for guidance e-boks offer
instructions to support the user. “u p isi gl , he follo i g the help i st u tio s
offered on the e-boks.dk service presented on figure 10 the mentioned elements have not
been found at the web page.
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FIGURE [10] – GUIDANCE FOR ARCHIVING

For example following the introduced (from figure 10) and executing them on the web
page, figure 11 introduces strange situation. The place described in the instruction was
not on the screen. Due to no more details in the guidance a user cannot be sure how to
perform the archiving opportunity offered by e-boks.dk. The way of presenting the
information was not clear and regular user would also be misguided and frustrated by the
fact like Interviewee 3.
My testing ended up with the conclusion that I was also not able to follow the instructions
and create the archiving folder in my personal e-boks folder. On the other hand, in case I
have been able to create the folder following my personal understanding of the service – I
have not been informed that I have done this action. Therefore, I assume I was not able to
create the desired folder. This testing is a strong evidence for the dramatically increasing
needs of the Help part of e-boks.dk to be overseen again and changed respectively.

FIGURE [11] – NO UPDATE BUTTON ON THE SCREEN
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5.1.2 RESEARCH THE NOTIFYING AND INFORMING FUNCTIONALITIES OF E-BOKS.DK
The second discussion (about how people evaluate and understand e-boks) was specified
as notifying and keeping informed people. During collecting findings from the interviews
an interesting issue has been raised in the same regards. The issue is about e-boks and
how they threat urgent messages – according to users the service is ot used to sa e
li es only to support the daily occupation of the Danish citizens. It has been observed
that according to people (statements [In10.2] and [In1.2]) e-boks is not used for urgent
notifications. It is usually used for informing, communicating and storing. All of these
operations do not encouraged immediate respond. This fact was further supported by a
conversation in person with Søren Skaarup who finalized his Ph. D. thesis about The
Mediation of Authority in June 2016. [38] According to his research and theories Skaarup
has provided proofs that e ei i g an e- ail nowadays is accepted as a rather slow way
of communication. This is also showed in the project of Kyle Emmons and the research of
Tirus Muya Maina which both have discussed the different ways of communication and
their efficiency. [44][45] Both Emmons and Maina examined the fact that in a regular basis
a epl of a e ail is a epta le to e e ei ed i couple of days, sometimes even
weeks. This fact however, does not imply as the fastest way of communication. Comparing
e-mail with instant chat messaging, a phone call or a SMS - the rest are much faster forms
of communication. Hence, in terms of urgency, communications via e-mails is sitting low
in the list after the other types discussed above.
Therefore, considering all of the mentioned researches, together with the specifics of eboks – focussed only on sending letters via emails, it is understandable why urgent
information is not offered by the service. At least not in the sense as Interviewee 1 said in
he state e t [I . ]: [E- oks.dk]…is ot so ethi g that ou life depe ds o … . It seems
like the interviewees very well caught this aspect and further, they do not expect this
characteristics from e-boks. This further has supported the idea of how people intuitively
adapt to the service and the provided features.
While stati g the use s o
e ts a out ho the pe ei e e- oks value proposition the
last sub category was formed as:
5.1.3 RESEARCH E-BOKS.DK AS A COMMUNICATION CHANNEL
It as i te esti g to a al se i te ie ees opi io s [I

. ] and [In9.6] about

If e-boks can change the service like that [combine receive and reply options] – to
make it more go two way it ill e i e. [In4.2]
or
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I do ’t e e

e

ut it’s usuall o l

ead e ails. [In9.6]

With those statements they both have alluded the possibility of lack of two way
communication in e-boks.dk. T o a should be understand as having communication
going from the authorities to the users and from users to authorities or in other words the
both sides are able to transmit information over the communication channel. It is
illustrated on figure 12. The figure 12 illust ates the use s poi t of ie , e ause e-boks
users read and receive the letters from the senders. Then later the same users are not
able to write and send letter back to the authorities.

send letters
Read!

E-boks.dk
senders

E-boks
users
Write?
reply to letters

FIGURE [12] – TWO WAY COMMUNICATION

Moreover, interviewees also have shown interest in their statements for empowering the
channel with two-way communications. Otherwise, according to their comments eboks.dk is the only part that can communicate actively and the users are not able to
respond via sending email letters.
These statements and implications persuaded me to perform supplementary testing of
the „ epl fu tio alit i e-boks.dk i o de to he k use s o
e ts. The results are
presented below on figure 13 and 14.
They showed that in case when letters consist bank statements, or any other informative
data, further they only need to be acknowledged do not provide the option to be relied.
Even though on figure 13 the epl
utto is a essi le a d e a le to e selected the
following action does not lead to a new draft window for sending back a letter which is
presented on figure 14.
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FIGURE [13] – HOW TO OPEN AN EMAIL

Therefore, the problem has occurred when the utto
epl has been selected. Then, a
new pop-up message appeared on the monitor screen. The message is introduced by
figure 14.

FIGURE [14] – DENIED ACCESS FOR REPLYING A SERVICE

The message has informed users with the contact of the sender and its address. However,
the phone number is missing as well as any option to reply on the message. Hence it looks
like there is lack of coherence between the service and people are not encouraged to
communicate with certain sender through e-boks.dk. This fact looks confusing since eoks issio is p o ide secured channel between public authorities and Danish citizens.
[5] At least according to Erik Abildgaard Knudsen, product manager for the Nordic
countries [46] who claims that: e-boks.dk offers a secure channel for communication
between the authorities and citizens (users). [47] The small testing has displayed that the
user concerns about only one way communication, have correctly placed.
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. U“E‘“ FEEDBACK AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This pa t i ludes all the use s feed a k for the particular situation which users have
experienced. Moreover this section also includes users ideas for improvements. Since
interviewees were firmly encouraged to share their experience and their suggestions for
change. It consists of 1) Feed a k a d i pli atio s ‘elated ith fi da ilit a d usa ilit
of e-boks and 2) Feedback and implications Related with implemented security (NemID).
5.2.1 FEEDBACK AND IMPLICATIONS ‘ELATED WITH FINDABILITY AND
USABILITY OF E-BOKS
The first category of users feed a k a d e ui e e ts a e the one that the main
proposals for future improvement are based on. These suggestions are also the ones that
create the value of the project. It was interesting that each one of the following
statements was revealing more about the user experience of the interviewees life and
moreover their additional needs.
Furthermore, the following statements were based on experienced issues with the
system. These situations, helped to analyse the confusion about the purpose of e-boks.dk
and what the system brings to its stakeholders.
To begin with the position of interviewee 2. She experienced difficulties while following
the consequence order of signing up her regular email to receive notifications. She
expressed her confusion and the case that when a person does not set up right their email
for notifications, and furthermore is not informed that there is a problem with the setup,
can be absolutely misguided. The regular organization of the notification system is simple
- if you are not notified you do not go and check the service. For interviewee 2 this was
crucial in the sense that she was not aware of the existed situation for setting up her
o al e ail a d she issed a do to s appointment because of that.
I ha e ’t had a p o le s ith the i te fa e so fa . It as o e a out the steps
like … in the sense not with the understanding and being able to go through the
emails that there are there. It was more regarding the notification and setting [her
personal] email. When I had to go through I was not sure. Exactly, it was not clear
enough that you ha e to follo the steps. A d that I got let sa a it o fused.
[In2.2]
Interviewee 2 had no idea that something went wrong while registering her email. Then
she assumed that everything is fine and the fact she does not receive notifications
indicates that there is no emails in her e-boks. When she decided accidentally to check her
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email she was surprised that her doctor make appointment for the same day and same
hour which she could not participate, because she was not aware.
In regards with easy exploitation and findability of e-boks.dk at least half of the
interviewees pointed different obstacles that they faced while working with the system.
Issues as lack of search functionality, need of responsive interface that provides for
example automatic storing of emails in pre-categorize folders. I te ie ee s state e t
[In3.3] was in this regards and have already commented in section 5.1.1.
Another impressive case was raised by interviewee 4 in regards of experience with search
functionalities in e-boks.dk. Interviewee 4 described his frustration while looking for a
particular email send a while ago. He commented and suggested the service to be checked
and respectively changed. Below is his statement:
Yes, in this case I need to scroll a lot. Some days ago I was exactly searching in my eboks and one specific transaction and I needed to find the letter. And then I had to
scroll it down, scroll it down, scroll it down to find in like back two years ago. I think
there it could be some improvement – feature in there. And I could easily find my
email by sender or by specific time period. This will be easier for me, rather than
s olli g do
i the list. Be ause s olli g it takes ti e a d it’s ki d of o i g
[In4.3]
Furthermore, the idea of poor search functionality has been further researched. Testing
o the sea h a
as ade to he k the situation. As presented on figure 15 below a
simple test was proceeded. An item name was typed and search in the list of received
emails. The system has shown that such an item does not exist in the list.
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FIGURE [15] SEARCH - NO ITEM FOUND

However, the item skat was actually existing on the list as pointed on figure 16. The test
was further repeated with upper and lower case also, ith full a e skat.dk , as well as
changing the typing language in case this is also kind of limitation in the service. The result
was the same – the e as o ite fou d i the sea h.

FIGURE [16] ACTUAL STATUS OF THE EXISTING EMAIL

This test proves the fact that even existing the search bar the functionality is questionable.
Moreover, it could be improved and proper functionality to be implemented.
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O e of the ost alua le fi di gs of this p oje t as I te ie ee s
and elaborated with [In5.3] presented again below:

state e t [I

. ]

Fo e if the i fo atio i the pdf that I e ei e is i Da ish a d E glish it ill e
nice. This will save me from copy the text and translate it in Google. Then actually if
you have the NemID to protect you and quite a lot of layers of security but then in
ase ou’ e a fo eig e ou a ho put the hole te t ou e ei ed i a thi d pa t
place – as for example Google translate or something like that. And then what is the
point of the security in place in e-boks? In this way a person also expose his/her
privacy. They should have this translating service embedded in the sense of offering
the information in Danish and English to be recognizable by every person in
Denmark. Because in the other case e- oks iolate people’s p i a
ot offe ing
the a othe ha e to ead the i fo atio i E glish fo e a ple. [In5.2]
This statement presented the case of absolute mismatch between what the user words
and actions are. The fact that his actions are totally opposite and against everything he
had talked about raised a significant question. Question about hat a e people s easo
to do these actions and more precisely which one is more important for them security
(and privacy) or usability of the service.
Furthermore, Interviewee 8 and his quote [In8.3] are another vivid example of person
who claim that cherish his privacy and then send all his emails to Gmail in order to easy
access and download them from there. This ideas have been further used in the analysis.
The situation that Interviewee 6 gave her feedback was on how she could unsubscribe
from receiving a letter. In her words:
No I ha e ’t do e that. I a eall too laz to he k ho I ha e to do that. Be ause I
know if I have to do that I would have to spend probably 10 minutes to do it and I am
too lazy to do that. Even though the interface is nice and everything – some of the
thi gs I thi k the e a e too u h I thi k. Be ause I eall do ’t k o ho to sig out
from special types of letters for example from the kommune that are sending me
lette that the a e uildi g a IKEA e t to
apa t e t. [In6.2]
The user need a simple way of unsubscribing from receiving letters. However, here is not
clear can she unsubscribe from receiving digital post or this means that she is going to
receive the same letter but in paper and have to pay for the physical service. Since
Interviewee 6 did not distinguish which one is the case, more discussions cannot be made
on this basis.
Other very typical email-client service functionality is

a k as i po ta t optio .
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FIGURE [17] – NO OPTION OF PUTTING A STAR ON E-BOKS

Pointed out by Interviewee 8 in [In8.4] and tested on the e-boks.dk interface no star sign
ha e ee fou d. The o l o e possi le optio is to sele t o e a d the e to hoose add
o
e t pa t.
As second last feedback about usability and findability is introduced by Interviewee 9. She
briefed me with her interest to the e-boks cloud storage place. However, this additional
development could happen only in case e-boks.dk decide to provide this type of services.
Her plain words were:
I thi k it is a e si ple s ste . It is ot so u h… IT’s ot like, D op o a d
Google Drive there is a lot of features. But with e-boks you cannot do much, just read
emails. Maybe if they have features as Google Drive, I could use that instead of
Google Drive. But with e-boks you cannot decide, you have to use it as it is given. It is
a a dato se i e. [In9.3]
The last feedback for this sub category is offered by Interviewee 7. Her comments was in
regards of help support section and support desk people of e-boks.dk.
The a of o ta ti g the [e-boks.dk] should be improved. Both the call centre
service and the email replies to customers. Just to be effective and kind of react on
ti e. Be ause the ase ou’ e des i e [I wrote a request to service support and then the
reply came as a no-reply letter. However the reply needed a further communication and a new
request has been created and it reverted to the previously discussed matters.]

is as a vicious
circle just get back to square one – so it’s ot eall o ki g. I ase the e is a pe so
ou’re going to talk to they should be able to solve the problem right away and not
to make you write another request and so on and so forth. And if you kind of submit
a itte e uest should e a s e ed fo su e. [In7.1]
Interviewee 7 expressed her opinion in favour of creating a strong communication channel
for feedback and help with the e-boks service desk. This channel is required because the
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communication between a user and e-boks.dk support should be accessible by the people.
This last case is supplemented by another testing of the system.

5.2.2 FEEDBACK AND IMPLICATIONS RELATED WITH IMPLEMENTED SECURITY
(NEMID)
This pa t of the pape dis usses the use s feed a k i elatio
ith the i ple e ted
se u it Ne ID a d ho people s e pe ie e is affe ted by it. After all, this project
targets users poi t of ie and tries to look at the system from user-centric perspective.
Therefore, the relation between usability and user-friendliness of NemID login procedure
was essential to be added in this project. Essencial, in the sense of enriching and
thoroughly discussing the use s e pe ie e ithi e-boks system. Furthermore,
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development and Danish Agency for
Digitisation published in the past years information [51] about the future development of
the service. This information encourage talks about Danish e-government and in particular
e-boks.dk service provider and what are their future plans for upgrading the service. In
order to reveal more about what are people s impression about the security special
section of comments and feedback is introduced below.
Gathe i g use s feed a k sho ed ommon understanding between the different
interviewees that e-boks achieved strong security in their service. This was further
underpinned by the implemented NemID security method. Most of the interviewees felt
much secured about the service and they have not been hesitant to keep their personal
information stored there. Only interviewee 1 questioned the embedded security by the
statement:
Hopefully [e- oks also has i ple e ted good e
ptio a d ould t a ess
people s o te t]. I assume that as they [e-boks.dk] are such a big organization that
handle very sensible information, they [e-boks.dk] of course focuses a lot on the
security. I would assume that they [e- oks.dk] do e aluate people’s p i a . O the
other hand, the governmental part they have to have something to back up to access
that in cases of investigations and staff like that, any kind of emergencies, but I think
that is still a very secured service. [I . ]
Despite the strong understand of the interviewees for the security measurements taken
by e-boks.dk , as it as iefed ea lie , NemID is also a vital part of the user experience.
Most of the interviewees was having mixed comments about the complexity of the NemID
login process. Even though they appreciate that it offers them protection and keeps their
privacy safe, most of them expressed feelings of dislike and irritation while going through
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the login process. As a user requirement most of the interviewees pointed their interest
of removing the NemID login or at least changing it to less effort-consuming one. A strong
requirement was pointed by few of them as presented below:
If I ould ha e it [e-boks without NemID] without – I would prefer to have it without
the Ne ID. The thi g is I ould ’t also i stall the app e ause of the Ne ID. I do ’t
want another app on my smart phone. And it will be nice if the NemID is in a way
gone. [In6.1]
Supplementary interviewee 9 also expressed her desire for simplifying the process of login
by saying:
But so eti es ould e i itati g to ha e the Ne ID all the ti e
goi g to fi the Ne ID logi it ill e pe fe t [In9.2]

ith ou. If ou

Interviewee 5 added that his dissatisfaction of NemID made him to look for a way to avoid
the procedure. According to his opinion – he kind of tricks the system by using his mobile
device instead of the web service. This is due to the fact that there is a difference between
the login procedure on the web version and the one accessible on smartphones. Only in
the beginning there is an activation code which is required to register the smartphone
with the corresponding user profile. When a mobile device is registered at first, then there
is no further need for the second layer of authentication provided by the NemID hard copy
card. This lack of typing the additional NemID code is preferred by the interviewee:
I p efe to use the o ile e sio , it’s e good app. Be ause
usi g the o ile
app, I avoid using the NemID. The first time actually you have to put a specific code
from the web version to your personal mobile device in order to get access to e-boks
on your mobile phone. Afterwards, on the mobile device there is no need for NemID
codes he ou log i . I thi k it is se u ed. Be ause o od else a ’t use ou
o ile de i e e ause it is p ote ted the pass o d. [In5.8]
In figure 18 is showed the login screen in the mobile app. It shows that required
information is the first factor authentication the civil registration number (CPR) and
password. For one time password ensuring the second layer of security is used the
activation code that is provided by the web version.
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FIGURE [18] – WEB SERVICE PROVIDE ACCESS TO MOBILE DEVICES AFTER VERIFYING THE DEVICE
WITH ACTIVATION CODE

Furthermore, figure 19 presents the screen of the mobile application and the requested
credentials for registrations the device.

FIGURE [19] – ACTIVATION CODE REQUIRED ON MOBILE APP SCREEN
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This however raise extra questions about the coherence between the web version and the
mobile application in the offered service. The question is in case e-boks use this activation
code just once and then only one factor authentication is enough does the web version
needs the extra OTP (provided by NemID) every time when users login? Moreover, the
mobile app is considered as well as very protected and secured. In analysis are discussed
the differences and later in recommendations – suggestions are made.
To support the same idea interviewee 3 added argument indicating his feelings about the
login procedure and his confusion of the different standard while using different
opportunities to sign in in the service. Here is interviewee s comment:
O e thi g that a o s e is he you use your bank you can automatically log in
into e-boks using the NemID code. However, contacting other authorities – the
system log out and needs new password and identification conformation with NemID
ode. [In3.2]
F o the use s poi t of ie the NemID login is unnecessary complicating the process.
Moreover, it creates the feeling of lack of coherence between the systems. According to
the interviewee 3 the NemID code should be available for certain period of time and not
redirecting to new login in case a user has already signed in into the system. However, this
could be considered as part of the NemID product and not so strongly related with the
functionalities of e-boks.dk. On the other hand, it provokes questions about integrity and
consistency between the all services part of Danish e-government.
To enhance the situation with the physical NemID card interviewee 10 revealed his
impression. For him the login process was creating obstacles. Interviewee 10 has faced the
situation of uncertainty while using the hard copy of the NemID code card in public. This
uncertainty was coming from the fact how social and public environment influence the
usage of NemID. Mo eo e , i te ie ee s state e t uestio s the fo of the ph si al
device providing the security NemID codes.
I do ’t e e e ut if it’s just Ne ID stuff, it’s [the login process of e-boks] not
complicated but it is slightly annoying. I mean like it is not when you do it at home
but when you have do it outside – it’s p ett a o i g to set the e. You al ost, he
you pull out that card [with the NemID codes] you are almost announcing to the whole
o ld: He , I a a essi g p i ate i fo atio o this easil steal-able device right
o [In10.5]
All of the above commented cases and situations were in relation with NemID and how
people interact with it via e-boks.dk. However, in his statement interviewee 10 also
presented supplementary fact that the NemID card is a physical appliance. On the other
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hand, this bring other challenges like caring the appliance, keep it physically safe and as it
as e tio ea lie a oidi g asti g odes. I his feedback [In10.5] Interviewee 10 has
expressed the point how careful should be a person while dealing with sensitive personal
information.
Interviewee 2 shared similar concerns about the physical appliance. Furthermore, she had
considerations about a back-up plan for the security in e-boks. She was raising the case:
What if so eo e knows your information and is able to get your NemID card? . I he
comment she pointed out that in the case of e-boks and NemID regular preventive
measures does not have the same value. In her words:
“I as thi ki g a out the se u it . I do ’t k o ho o hat else ou ould do i ega ds
of that [security measurements] because basically security is whenever you log in to your
profile or as I perceive it. So for example if somebody finds your password, but then they
still need your NemID [card] also. And then in the case actually, if they are able to do that,
can you somehow block the access of the person. For example, if you have a [bank] card
and someone enter your account, you can just call the bank and block it. The bank will
block your finances. Could you do something like this for this digital post? Is it possible to
have this blocking a profile option? So I am just thinking in the case now there is some
personal information but is not that much. And it could point everything about that
person. But in the case in which it will be and for example, if you lose your NemID [card] and
somebody gets your password or something like that. If you could do something to block
the access to that 3rd pe so a d all the i fo atio that is the e. [In2.1]
Her comment showed issue of how to protect your privacy from physical attacks.
However, simple actions as to report the NemID card and order new one are applicable in
the case. On the other hand, additional research have been conducted and figure 20
presents the information about cancelling e-boks. In the figure 20 is said that there is a
chance to cancel e-boks, but there is no other option for temporary blocking.
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FIGURE [20] – CANCEL E-BOKS

This discussion and example put the end of this chapter. Here have been presented more
detailed researches of the findings, as well as implications and system testing of the
different case. All of them helped to better perceive the Danish digital post and how it
works. In the next chapter those findings and implications are analysed and supported by
theoretical background.
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6. ANALYSIS AND SUPPORTING THEORY
This chapter contains the analysis of the empirical findings collected at the interviews.
Fu the o e, the a al sis i ludes detailed e pla atio of the p ese ted use s o
e ts
in Data collection and research chapter. All the pointed statements from the findings have
been thoroughly discussed and analysed and further supported with solid theoretical
backing. The theory helped also to better apprehend the described cases and situations by
the interviewees.
6.1 ANALYSIS
The analysis follows the sequence of the gathered empirical data, detailed researches and
system testing in the previous chapter. This chapter consists of applying theories to
complete the understanding of e-boks. Therefore, it firstly checks the reasons and drivers
for people to work with the service. Then, the chapter continues with discussion about the
interface and finishes with arguments and theories about the balance between user
experience and privacy (which is achieved by strong security and implemented NemID).
To begin with the first section:
6.1.1 ANALYSING THE STATEMENTS ABOUT THE PURPOSE OF E-BOKS.DK
The fi st state e ts i the fi di gs has e ealed people s positive attitude towards Danish
digital post. Even more, people felt comfortable during the interviews and focused on
presenting their comments with positive manner. As it was mentioned in data collection
their body language was friendly and in the majority of their comments they have defined
the se i e as good , si ple a d the i te fa e as good a d st aight-fo a d . This
pleasi g e i o e t as also e plai ed i Bo e s pape [ ] a d Hol -Ha se s a ti le
[43]. They both emphasized on its importance. For example, Holm-Hansen set the first
e ui e e t fo o du ti g a i te ie as Maintain a positive attitude and be
enthusiastic. [ ]
Fu the o e, Bo e s pape offe s a othe theo that has ee applied i this p oje t. He
alls his ethod of gathe i g ualitati e esea h in-depth interview . “ele ti g s all
u e of people a d olle ti g thei i -depth e pe ie es a d i pli atio s in order to
e ou age fu the de elop e t of a pa ti ula se i e a e i the ase of Bo e s te t.
Ho e e , the sa e te h i ue is used fo this p oje t hi h is a solutel o e i g Bo e s
idea. Boyce suggests the possible drawbacks of the method which were also noticed and
presented in the methodology chapter. Drawbacks as for instance, people who try to
emphasize their strong pre-defined opinion for or against the examined system (eboks.dk). However, interviewees in this particular master thesis project were carefully
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selected and all the statements that have shown deviation from the regular behaviour of
the specific interviewee have been noted and carefully treated. One example of partly
negative and very conservative opinion is the presented by Interviewee s
statements.
On the other hand, his comments offered different perspective which has also enriched
the variety of this project.
Moreover, all these different points of view helped to thoroughly research and deeply
analyse the possible and existing situations within e-boks.dk. Together with the performed
research and system testing, the empirical data ensure solid foundation for the project.
Later, all the collected data also have helped to build up recommendations and
suggestions for improveme ts ased o i te ie ees state e ts.
On the other hand, all this gathered material progressively built up the question about the
purpose of e-boks.dk or more precisely how people apprehend the e- oks alue
proposition. Analysing statement [10.2] and the whole se tio of o fusio
i g oe
lea ie of hat is use s e pe ie e hile e plo i g e-boks.dk as a service.
Furthermore, all the statements in the findings and the whole testing help to better define
the reasons for the people s ea tio s and behaviour. As for example, one explanation
could be the variety of services and the fact that those services requires contradicting
actions. In plain English, one type of letters are coming only to be acknowledged and do
not require further action, another type of letters is o i g a d e uests t o- a
communications (calling a phone or some other action). Another example is hard process
o eati g a a hi e folde that should si plif use s e pe ie e. Thi d e a ple is ho
the system is created to keep updated people and consists of sensible personal data but
the information is not considered to be urgent or time sensible which further blur idea
behind. All those variety of mixed functions reflect on the user experience and usability of
the service.
Ho e e , as se o d easo fo people s confusion and behaviour can be analyse their
attitude towards the system. A strong argument in favour of poor motivation is presented
by Ala Coope s theo a out goal-directed design. [48] Coope s theo is ased on the
fact that people (personas) are usually driven by their goals. Moreover, users try to
achieve their goals in different ways while developers aim is only to accomplish different
tasks. In order to explain better what is the difference between goals and tasks Cooper is
p o idi g ouple of ases. As the ost i po ta t out o e of Coope s theo is the fa t
that the user is unseparated part of the interaction. In the case of goal-directed design
there are two components required – a person (user) that will perform actions and his/her
goals that the system implements. Here is coming the question about what the difference
between goals and tasks are. According to the goal-directed design tasks does not require
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a user fulfilment or user satisfaction from the service. However, designers and systems
mostly follo ed the task-di e ted desig i g according to Cooper s esea h. This is
fu the suppo ted the follo i g state e t of Coope s:
Too a de elope s app oa h desig
aski g, What a e the tasks? While this
a get the jo do e, it o ’t o e lose to p odu i g the est solutio possi le,
a d it o ’t satisf the use s at all. Desig i g f o tasks i stead of goals is o e of
the ai auses of f ust ati g a d i effe ti e i te a tio . Aski g, What are the
use ’s goals? lets us see th ough the o fusio a d eate o e app op iate a d
satisfa to desig . [48]
Mo eo e , Blo k ist st o gl suppo t Coope s ideas a d fu the de elop the . [50] He
pointed out in his arti le that use a d pe so
are too blurred as definitions.
Additionally, in case designers decide to work with goal-directed instead of task-directed
approach they need to create real personas (people) with strong personal values and
goals. This will further help them to easily construct the interface and base the interaction
with the system on pe so as needs. [50]
A othe pape [ ] also suppo ts the fa t that toda s s ste a e ot eas to e
controlled and maintained due to poor goal-directed design. Furthermore, systems
performing goal-directed design are much more refundable in financial and social way. All
of these researchers have solid foundation to claim that systems which are not designed
to a hie e use s goals ha e ajo p o le s to keep the good performance and the
financial profit high. [49]
On the other hand, most of the presented statements (in the Data collection and the
further research and testing) bring out the fact that people face the problem of lack of
achieving goals. Simple goals as for example to communicate with authorities (not only to
passively receive letters), also to find their letters or to organise their digital boxes with
their preferences.
I su

a , of the p ese ted a gu e ts also o es the Coope s o ds:
Boiled down to its essence, computer programming is the creation of a detailed,
step-by-step description of procedures. A procedure, of course, is a recipe for
accomplishing a task. Good programmers, of necessity, see things procedurally, or
task-wise. Ultimately, the tasks must get done to achieve the business goals, but
there are different emphases and different sequences of doing them. Only some
se ue es satisf use ’s pe so al goals. [48]
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6.1.2 ANALYSING THE STATEMENTS ABOUT FINDABILITY AND USER INTERFACE
The theory of goal-directed design is also relevant to the interface and findability features
offered by e-boks.dk. Furthermore, there are number of researches that discuss the
relation between findability, user experience and goal-directed design.
For instance, according to Sarantis, Charalabidis, Askounis [52] there are big number of
attempts for implementing e-government in different countries. However, due to
different reasons most of them have not been successful so far. In their research Sarantis,
Charalabidis, Askounis point out that benefits of the IT should be completely explored in
order to offer full range of functionalities.
„Governments must get the fundamentals of IT right if they want to harvest the huge
potential of going online [52]
On the other hand, the most important reason referred in their article [52] is the goaldi e
a age e t of the e-government systems. According to Sarantis, Charalabidis,
Askounis without this type of management it is very hard for any systems to achieve
optimal performance. Furthermore, good interface, implemented findability and regular
functionalities (for example search, translate, pointing importance (star) and etc.) are vital
elements to a system. Collecting the empirical data for this project showed that those
functionalities are also significant to exist in e-boks.dk as well.
Since findability was used couple of times it is place to explain its meaning. According to
Findlater and Mcgrenere they define findability as follow:
the speed with which the user can locate a function she knows exists. The set of
findable functions includes those the user has already used, those the user has heard
about from others or from documentation, those the user has used in a previous
version or reduced-functionality version (or layer) of the same application, and those
the user has a strong basis for believing exist (e.g., Save is found in most documentcentric applications). [53]
In other words findability is related with the time consumed to reach a certain
functionality. As presented by Findlater and Mcgrenere this functionality does not
necessary has ever been used before by the user. For example, particular functionality
that is provided by e-boks is the archiving (storing). Users know that the service offer it
and expect to find it easy on the system s interface.
Another similar article that helps to understand findability is the o e i Ho to edu e
f i tio ith good desig [54]. Cao discussed different definitions of friction but qualified
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friction as any thought i ol ed i the task that is ’t e ui ed . [ ] I othe o ds, a
delay or distraction of achieving the goal that is caused by the interface or the system is
called friction. Friction is also for instance - clicking multiple times before finding the
desired functionality. In the specifics of this project friction and findability are expressing
the same situation. Moreover, friction and findability can be further used to explain most
of the cases introduced in findings about complications in performing functionalities in eboks.dk.
On the other hand, all the statements discussing the interface have not proved my biased
opinion that the interface does not fit its purpose. This statement was subjective.
However, the results showed that this opinion is not applicable for the case and needed to
be discarded. In contrary, the empirical data showed that users find the interface
intuitive [In10.1] a d st aight fo a d [In5.5]. All those statements completely
dropped off the idea of e- oks i te fa e does ot fit fo its pu pose. However, users have
expressed other obstacles as presented earlier which was not caused by the interface but
caused by other factors.

6.1.3 ANALYSING THE RELATION
(IMPLEMENTED BY SECURITY)

BETWEEN

USABILITY

AND

PRIVACY

Important and interesting outcomes went out from the findings and testing. Users have
described their experience while dealing with the implemented security in e-boks.dk in
their comments. This implemented security however, is the one that helps to achieve
protecting privacy of the people. Furthermore, this experience was considered by
interviewees as part of the Danish digital post system. For users the fact that NemID is the
tool through which they reach their letters supported their impression. This on the other
hand, obliged the relation between user experience and security to be further and deeply
analysed.
Firstly, explanations of the different components are presented in order to be correctly
investigate all the gathered empirical data.
Usability is the first one to be elaborated. According to Kainda, Flechais, and Roscoe [55]
usability has many definitions. However, they summarise usability as:
To consolidate all definitions of usability, it can be stated that usability consists of
effe ti e ess, effi ie , satisfa tio , lea a ilit , a d e o a ilit [55]
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Furthermore, Kainda, Flechais, and Roscoe emphasise that all definitions of usability are
o te tual . I othe o ds the e pla atio of usa ilit is u i ue fo ea h se i e due to
the fact that each service focus on performing different component or the balance
et ee effectiveness, efficiency, satisfa tio , lea a ilit , a d e o a ilit . [55]
Comparing with usability, user experience represents the human side of one system. It
i ludes people s e otio s to a ds a s ste /i te fa e. [56] In his paper Bevan introduces
the different measurements that evaluate usability and user experience. Bevan supports
the impression that user experience is more focused on the feelings and physical
experience of the users. In order to evaluate user experience, a o di g to Be a s
research, the following should be easu ed: Likability, Pleasure, Comfort and Trust . [ ]
From his paper it become clear that usability (referred to ISO standards) represents the
system point of view as effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction and etc. These definitions
presented the usability and user experience. This definitions are respectively used in order
to examine the relation between usability and security.
After describing usability and user experience is turn to privacy. A definition is offered by
International Association of Privacy Professionals and Hibbard in [57] as:
the appropriate use of personal information under the circumstances. What is
app op iate ill depe d o o te t, la , a d the i di idual’s e pe tatio s; also, the
right of an individual to control the collection, use and disclosure of information.
[57]
“upple e ta to p i a a d also appli a le fo this p oje t is the Moo s theo of
g eased i fo atio . The theory can be described as how easy is to retrieve information
about other human beings on the Internet. Similar is the discussed case by Schultz,
Proctor, Lien, and Salvendy [59] of how accessible is the information for anyone
nowadays. This on the other hand, raise also questions about how e-boks protects people
personal data safe.
Finally, the last definition describes security. Security according to Moor in his paper [57]
is:
People ha e a asi ight to e p ote ted, hi h f o
computerized culture, includes privacy protection.

the poi t of ie

of ou

Moreover, security can be perceived as the technical aspects and measurements taken in
а that to keep safe the people.
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All of the definitions were introduced separately in order to present the difference
between the components, since all of them participate into the relation. However, for the
purposes of this project, the odel of use e pe ie e a d usa ilit
s. p i a a d
usa ilit is si plified to o l usa ilit s. se u it . It is further accepted that user
experience and usability are very close in their meaning. On the other hand, it is
analogous with privacy and security. This is due to the fact that privacy is achieved in eboks via the strong implemented security (NemID) in the system. Moreover, for the
purpose of this project it could be elaborated that user experience is not a measurable
characteristics while usability can be at least presented by positive or negative. Very
similar is the perception for privacy and security, since security offer techniques and
methods that can be measured – as length passwords, adding supplementary activations
code for increasing security and etc.
Most of the interviews claimed connection between the implemented security in e-boks
and the usability of the system. Majority of their statements introduces their point of view
and their actions in favour of usability over privacy and security. For example, [In6.1],
[In9.2] and the actions described in [In5.3] and [In8.3]. Figure 21 below illustrates the
dependency between security and usability of e-boks according to most of the
i te ie ees experience.

FIGURE [21] – SECURITY VS USABILITY

[60]
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On figure 21 is presented the idea of how high level of implemented security cause low
usability of the system and vice versa. In other words the figure 21 shows that to achieve
maximum usability and good security at the same time is very hard. That is why it is very
important to be defined the balance point between security and usability. Moreover,
during the last two decades more and more researches have worked on finding the right
balance. On the other hand, the balance that they offer is to design and build secured and
usable system at the same time.
Examples of such researches are the book of Tryfonas and Askoxylakis about Usablesecurity. [61] In their book Tryfonas and Askoxylakis made suggestions about creating a
service that can incorporate usable security and secure usability in a digital system.
Something similar has been mentioned by interviewee 5 which has been supported by
T fo as a d Asko lakis ook. His state e t is epeated o e o e for clarity:
I a sa i g that e posed p i a does ’t e essa il
ea ou ill ha e ad use
experience. Because for some users maybe the more privacy is implemented the
better is the user experience. Depends on the users. E-boks is just a platform where I
a get
e ails f o pu li autho ities. Of ou se it eeds p i a
ut I do ’t k o
for me the higher the privacy gets actually the user experience is better at least for
e. [In5.1]
Balance between usability and security is also in the core of the human-computer
interaction & security or also called HCISec. More precisely this field of HCI focused on the
fa t ho se u e a e o e s ste
ithout affe ti g use s usa ilit a d i the sa e ti e
how usable can be a system avoiding security violations. Very good example is provided in
article [68] as:
I agi e if ou did ’t e e eed to log i to ou e ail to check it. That would be
extremely easy for users – it would have a high degree of usability – but it would
have no degree of security. Now imagine that in order to access your email you had
to type in a password, decipher a visually encrypted code, then type in a one-time
code sent to you by SMS. That would have a high degree of security but an extremely
low degree of usability. [ ]
As far as HCISec focuses on the balance between it is important to point out which aspects
are important for the differe t pa ties. “o fa the o fli t et ee se u it a d usa ilit
is actually conflict between users and the system. However, in the case of e-boks.dk
s ste i ple e ted se u it to e a le to p ote t thei use s p i a .
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On the other hand, privacy has always been a tricky part of each online service. In their
research [69] Acquisti, John and Loewenstein makes the following statement:
However, while privacy decision-making is, no doubt, partly strategic, there are
easo s to elie e that i di iduals’ p eferences for privacy may not be as stable or
i te all o siste t as the sta da d e o o i pe spe ti e assu es. [69]
Addi g the ajo it of the i te ie ees o
e ts a out ho the t eat thei p i a ,
lower than the usability (they want from the service), the statement made by Acquisti,
John and Loewenstein looks relevant.
Furthermore, usually companies and organisations, business as whole have more rules
and regulations to keep information safe either for their clients or for their employees.
This is also similar in e-boks since they are taking care of the information while people
prefer to avoid the login process. On the other hand, users are not in the most of the time
aware of the problem of privacy that they can face. For users usually their experience is
prioritized higher than the privacy threats while privacy is overrated and left behind
usability.
This the reason why privacy should be considered in this case as the necessary good for
Danish citizens while using NemID technology.
The final discussion about security implemented in e-boks is about the difference in the
login procedures while operating the system on different devices. From a technological
point of view the two layer authentication can be achieved by different type of one time
password (OTP) appliance. [33][36] Either this could be one time activation code received
as text message on the phone or every single time to type the NemID code.
F o the use s state e ts [I .4] And [In4.5] interviewees 4 and 5 and also 8 preferred
to use the mobile app daily basis while the web version of e-boks.dk. Even more, the login
process on the mobile app is equal to the web NemID version of e-boks. They both open
the digital folder.
On the other hand, Cristofaro in his research [27] focus on the fact two factor
authentication is nor preferred by users when they can use the regular password base
security with further supplemented code (token) for postpone second layer of
authentication. This has been also observed in the conversations with the interviewees
who mostly used e-boks on their mobile devices. They showed satisfaction of the fact that
their login does not require the NemID card. Furthermore, in case a letter is too sensitive
they are ok this letter to be locked and supplemented password to be requested. This has
been supported with figure 22 and 23 below. The picture presents the main screen of the
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mobile app where a letter with lock has shown to the user that the letter is not accessible.
When clicking on the letter figure 23 is showing up on the screen, saying that further
security level is required in order this information to be retrieved.

FIGURE [22] AND [23] – LOCKED LETTER ON THE MOBILE DEVICE, REQUIRE ACCESS ONLY WITH
NEMID ON WEB

These e a ples a d C istofa o s pape eate a aseli e of ho people p efe to sig up
layer by layer and to have the choice to decide when and where to open the sensitive
information. Moreover, this also provides higher usability or at least user control over the
process over the security measurements.
In conclusion, the balance between security and usability is very fragile in e-boks.dk. It
consists of well understanding of the implemented security and careful actions in the
usability part.
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7. USER REQUIREMENTS

In this chapter are presented details about user requirements. Firstly is presented a
common understanding of what user requirements consist and then are introduced the
user requirements defined for this project.
There are different types of requirements in a software engineering. Usually requirements
can be divided on user and system requirements. The system requirements are based on
displa i g detailed des iptio s of the s ste ’s fu tio s, se i es a d ope ational
constraints. [ ]
On the other hand, use e ui e e ts a e i po ta t si e the p ese t the use s poi t of
view. For this particular project user requirements are the vital outcome of the conducted
research and analysis. Moreover, it is perceived that user requirements are created from
users and in favour to users, according to Bevan. [63] User requirements are created from
use s feed a k togethe i olla o atio
ith de elope s to a hie e ette performance
of the existing system. As it was explained in the goal-directed design user requirements
a help ette fo ulate pe so as a d pe so as p ofiles. [56] Furthermore, again the
users will experience and enhance the benefits of the improved system. Bevan explained
the idea as followed: It is important to establish and document the user requirements so
that the lead i to the p o ess of desig i g the s ste itself . [63]
Below are presented the user requirements for the e-boks service according to the 10
interviewees:
-

The system must provide storing and downloading on couple of letters at the same
time;
The system must provide opportunity to users to mark their letters as important
(with appropriate signalizing means).
The system must provide search by different elements;
The system should provide easier access to the service; If possible to avoid the
NemID;
The system must provide same functionalities in all supported interfaces – for
personal computers, mobile devices, tablets and etc.
The system must provide channel back for users to be able to contact authorities
via interactive digital form;
The system must provide proper support and help service;
The system must provide complete and up-to-date instructions and guidance for
the existing features to the users;
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-

The system must provide option and corresponding tools for people to understand
the information in English in case they need that;
The system must provide the option to users to receive their letters in predefined
folders;
The system must provide coherence and relation with other public and private
companies and help users to smoothly go between them;
The system must always provide easy access to different features and the way to
reach those features to be transparent.
The system must provide option for temporary cancelation.

All those requirements have already been discussed and analysed in the previous
chapters. Here they have only been clearly defined.
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DEVELOPMENT
This chapter presents recommendations for changes and development of e-boks.dk. It
includes suggestions for features or new services that can be added by e-boks p o ide .
Those suggestions are based on the user statements and the formulated user
requirements. Moreover, they are titled in three different groups: security related, related
with findability and related with notifying and alerting messages.

8.1 SECURITY RELATED
1) Almost all of the interviewees united their opinions that they do not want NemID code
in the way it is now. Moreover, most of them expressed their desire the security to be
removed. In case this is not possible to at least the NemID process to be simplified.
After collecting user statements it become clear that people prefer to have the layers of
implemented security one by one. This is visible by the fact that people prefer to use the
mobile application over the web version with the NemID module. At the mobile app there
is a onetime activation code at the beginning and no extra codes after that.
Here possible implementation in order the system wants to keep the strong level of
security could be supplementary locking of sensible emails with additional code. E-boks.dk
can decide should this code be the NemID or just an additionally selected password by the
users. However, this additional second layer is postpone in time and also not time sensible
to be opened immediately.
2) Another suggestion is based on state e t [I . ] a out the lo ki g the e-boks
account temporarily. This idea is recommended due to the fact that the performed testing
did not show clear result this is possible. However, there are still chances your device to
be stolen and someone to try to gain access over the information contained in the folder.

8.2 RELATED WITH FINDABILITY IN THE SYSTEM
Number of suggestions are presented under this heading:
1) Implement simple search functionality – searching by topic and by sender. This
recomme datio is o i g to suppo t state e t [I . ] a d his p o le of s olli g
do
o the e u.
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2) When discussing statement [In8.3] about summary of bank information or any other
group of letters that need to be stored together a solution can be proposed. As classical
suggestion is simple storing all emails send by the same sender in separated folder in eboks. Furthermore, option of selecting and printing all of selected letters at once is what
[In8.3] talked about. Another idea for implementation of solution in this regard is
implementing interactive chart that adds the information of the last bank statement and
constant update the information (for the past six/twelve months) selected by the users.
3) Suggestion about the archive functions as well as any other support function is to be
checked and upgraded to stage that it performs the promised functionalities. It should be
also further supported with proper explanation and guidance to users. So far guidance is
showed on the page of e-boks.dk, however the description is not clear and does not
match on 100% with the interface of the service.
4) Improving the links between different systems and creating one common and coherent
platform that can fulfil the user needs at once without automatically signing in and out
from the different components (banks, e-boks, and etc.). This suggestion helps fixing the
issue described in statement [In3.2].
5) Following [In5.2] there is a clear need of implementing translate functionalities in eboks.dk. Similar translator has Google in Gmail. E-boks can decide if they would like to
develop such a translator themselves or to pay to third party to maintain the service for
them.
6) One very simple thing that could be improved immediately is the fact that when the
cursor is o the se de s name nothing happened. Usually, letters can be open by clicking
on the name of the sender or on the topic. However, this action of e-boks could mislead
the access to a certain letter can be achieved solely by clicking on the topic and in no
other way.

FIGURE [24] – HOW USER CAN SELECT A LETTER IN E-BOKS.DK?
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8.3 SUPPLEMENTARY DOCUMENTATIONS AND ALERTING
1) In case of problems with verification the notification alerts presented at statement
[In2.2] a proposal could be for example a popup message on the desktop saying: “o ,
ou ha e ’t e ified ou e ail, please he k agai the e u ho to do that. The flow of
the process should also appear on a message like regular notification or popup message.
In any of the cases e-boks.dk should inform the users of their processes and also how far
the users got while doing.
2) In the case of [In6.2] better screen notification is required for the user.
To sum up, all those recommendations can be used by e-boks.dk in order achieve better
user experience and greater service performance.
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9. DISCUSSION
This aste thesis has fo used o e plo i g the use s pe eptio of the e- oks alue
proposition. In order to achieve that 10 qualitative interviews have been conducted. The
interviewees have been selected carefully to have interest about new technologies and to
be between 24 and 45. Their background was not so important however, part of them
were with IT background.
The study has presented their feedback about e-boks.dk. Moreover, their statements have
shown that e-boks is a digital post service with a lot of place for improvement.
First of all interviewees comments have introduced the problem of e-boks as mix of
service with contradicting functions. E-boks has been perceived as channel for
communication with public authorities and private companies, an archive repository place
and a system notifying about different administrative and personal information. These
three functions of e-boks have also been pointed out by Søren Skaarup who defend in
his thesis a out The Mediatio of Autho it . [38] Furthermore, a face-to-face
interview with him was also conducted in order to receive deeper understanding about
the case and his project in relation with e-boks. On the other hand, the findings from the
use s i te ie s has sho
that use s a e ot feeli g comfortable with the diversity of
the functions.
This was caused by different reasons. As for example, poor performance of the services
that created obstacles for people to use the system. Furthermore, users have been mostly
goal-driven while the service proved that has been not. Goal-driven theory has been
p ese ted i the p oje t as pa t of the e pla atio a out the use s o fusio a out
comprehending e-boks. [48]
As a second major case that have been pointed out by interviewees was the relation
between their experience and the implemented security by e-boks.dk. Different opinions
have been presented, however the majority of users has united to the fact that they do
ot like the logi p o edu e. Mo eo e , the logi p o edu e is t pi al Da ish se u it
measurements and their solution - NemID. Even though, NemID is individual organisation
with individual goals, for the interviewees in this project NemID has been comprehended
as part of e-boks.dk. Most of use s o
e ts sho ed that the do ot distinguish their
experience from the one expressed for e-boks service.
All the discovered findings provoked further in depth research and system testing. This
has ee do e i o de to he k i te ie ee s la it a d pu it of thei opi io s. “i e
most of the interviewees have been selected from my personal network some questions
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about the assessment of their answers have been raised. To prove the quality of their
statements, these further testing and researches have been performed.
The system testing a d i pli atio s f o the use s fi di gs sho ed that the e a e
couple of serious issues that need to be directed shortly by e-boks. Examples, of such
issues are:
 the fact that the communication channel is mostly for receiving letters by user,
however not really encouraged to reply/send back letters,
 the search functionality failed the test of finding an existing sender,
 creating a group of senders went questionable and with no clear result in the end
of the testing,
 lack of good guidance or poor guidance exists on the supported pages.
All of this supplementary research also proved the clarity and transparency of the
i te ie ees o
e ts.
After gaining all this knowledge and understanding of e-boks, the project continued with
analysis. The point of the analysis was to support the findings with theoretical
comprehension. Furthermore, the analysis also needed to ground the reasons of the
existing and presented issues.
On the other hand, e-boks.dk was also invited to take action in this project. However, they
have decided that the discussed cases consists too much sensitive information for them.
Moreover, they refused the offer for collaboration with the explanation that the
commented questions are confidential for their company and they cannot participate.
Acknowledging their decision I was still able to find publicly available information about
their awareness of the existing problems. There are different indications as for example
the material published by Digitaliseringsstyrelsen (the Danish Agency for Digitalisation)
that e-boks.dk have been aware of the future needs of improvements. As for example,
a o di g to Be li gske i fo ation [65] e-boks has already created already a plan for
improvement. They have worked on improving the service, however the article does not
state anything stable information. Moreover, in the published information are also
pointed out future scenarios that the Agency for Digitalisation has considered about the
next version of NemID. [66] Finally, supplementary material in this regards is the
presentation held by Danish Technical U i e sit stude t – Joe Kiniry in 2013. His
presentation was about the sensitive areas that need to be changed not only in e-boks but
in all digital service in Denmark. [67].
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Despite the fact that e-boks.dk rejected my proposal this project is still valuable with its
collected empirical data. Furthermore, after analysing all the chances and possibilities this
project contribute with updated user requirements and suggestions for development.
Those user requirements have been based on the user statements and summarised the
most sensible areas of problems. Moreover, in the recommendations for development all
the requirements that were able to be address, have been introduced as proposals.
Like that this project has been able to go out of its borders and present not only
investigation and research of the case. It has further created and provided new user
requirements and recommendations for development.
The results of the project has shown that in case those user are going to be implemented
in the e-boks, the user satisfaction should increase rapidly.
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10. CONCLUSION
In this chapter are presented the conclusion of the report and future development
implementation.
The project has shown that e-boks.dk faces some significant problems in their
performance. These situations were caused by different reasons. For example, the variety
of services created obstacles for people to easy adapt to the service. Moreover, lack of
goal-directed design of e- oks efle ted i poo i te est i the se i e si e use s goals
have been very hardly achievable. As third factor of inconvenience has been discovered
relation between the implemented security and the usability of the service.
To confirm the pointed issues a research and testing has been performed to the interface
and the functionalities of e-boks.dk.
On the other hand, people expressed their positive attitude towards the system and their
satisfaction of the existence of the service. Furthermore, interviewees presented their
requirements in order the system to be able to accomplish their needs.
In terms of providing best achievements however, e-boks need to carefully take care of
the ala e et ee the use s eeds a d thei i te ests. Mo eo e , p i a is a
unrealised need of the users that the results has shown that they usually neglect over user
experience and usability of the service. This makes e- oks s task halle gi g ut still
achievable in case the balance is kept.

10.1 REFLECTION
When evaluating the project it seems that selecting inductive reasoning it has been
beneficial for the project due to its specifics. However, summarising the process came into
ie that la if i g the use s opi io s a d fi di g out the patte s of use s actions or
problem, has not been an easy process. On the other hand, since the project has been
fo used o use s pe spe ti e this as the o l o se a le a to e a o plished.
Moreover, collecting more empirical data it might be beneficial for detecting the patters,
however as drawback has been considered the time consumption which was limited for
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this project. Despite that fact in case of more resources for this project it should be
interesting the results after collecting more empirical data.
Therefore, the benefits and drawbacks of the size of empirical data have been evaluated.
As potential drawback has been considered the fact that individual opinions have very
strong reflection on the end results due to the small number of participant. However, as
benefit and also discussed by Boyce paper [42], in depth analysis of small number of
pa ti ipa ts has let fo usi g o people s opi io a d thei i pli atio s.
Fu the o e, the p oje t has p ese ted the use s poi t of ie a d thei e pe ie e
which was extremely valuable outcome. However, it would have been nice if e-boks were
also participating in the project. This would have given another approach at the structure
and the outcome of the project, in case they would have decided to cooperate and
contribute in this regards. On the other hand, the performed system testing would have
been more centralised and focused in case e-boks guided it. However, the presented
results are still representative enough for this project.

10.2 FUTURE PERSPECTIVE
Future perspective for this project is to be able to offer all the conducted information to eboks as feedback and valuable research. The project is useful with its gathered empirical
data and system testing. The analysis can offer e-boks.dk different point of view.
Furthermore, the user requirements and recommended development can be beneficial
for the Danish digital post. This master thesis project can give e-boks.dk impression of
where citizens need more attention and in what extent.
Moreover, the collected empirical data and system testing can save e-boks time and effort
or at least can be a starting point to check in which areas they need improvements.
Furthermore, this project can also offer e-boks good list of recommendations in terms of
findability.
For the project itself future development can be perceived as any further progress in
regards of achieving better functionalities in e-boks accompanied with improved usability.
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11. APPENDIXES

INTERVIEWS STATEMENT S:
Interviewee 1:
Yes I e ei e e ails that the do ’t eed to e so st o gl se u ed, ut as I see it as a se i e that p o ides
ou a ess to lette s. It is ot atte that these essages a e o e se u el t a s itted to ou, it’s o e
a out it’s a pla e f o the go e
ent that comes on a certain price. Security is just part of the price. So
these letters, e- oks is just a pla e he e ou’ e o ta ted f o pu li autho ities a d i stitutio s. This is the
easiest way to do that for them. Because you can also receive the paper which you could argue about the
se u it le el of that, too. [In1.1]
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I do ’t thi k the pu pose of this se i e is to i fo
ou a out e u ge t thi gs. If it is u ge t, the ill
o ta t ou i a diffe e t a . and later supported by the statement As fa as I see it, people a e fo e to
use it. As they are forces, the organizations, at least the letters are not really urgent. As for example, when I
receive letters that the road is closed is not something that your life depends on or it is very important for
ou. [In1.2]
E-boks gives you access to the post sent from different governmental institutions. These are sent
ele t o i all to ou. [In1.3]
Hopefully [e- oks also has i ple e ted good e
ptio a d ould t a ess people s o te t]. I assume
that as they [e-boks.dk] are such a big organization that handle very sensible information, they [e-boks.dk]
of course focuses a lot on the security. I would assume that they [e- oks.dk] do e aluate people’s p i a . O
the other hand, the governmental part they have to have something to back up to access that in cases of
investigations and staff like that, any kind of emergencies, but I think that is still a very secured service.
[In1.4]
I signed up to receive an email to my regular email and a text message when I have inboxes. So I receive
ultiple otifi atio s [In1.5]
I thi k the s ste [E-boks] is really good. It connect you to the local ..uhm.. different governmental
institutions. You are connected to them through something online and I think this is nice. Because a lot of
ti es ou do ’t ha e the ti e ph si all to go a d get the i fo atio ou self. “o I thi k it’s [e-boks service]
good. [In1.6]
Interviewee2:
“I as thi ki g a out the se u it . I do ’t k o ho o hat else ou ould do i ega ds of that [security
measurements] because basically security is whenever you log in to your profile or as I perceive it. So for
example if somebody finds your password, but then they still need your NemID [card] also. And then in the
case actually, if they are able to do that, can you somehow block the access of the person. For example, if
you have a [bank] card and someone enter your account, you can just call the bank and block it. The bank
will block your finances. Could you do something like this for this digital post? Is it possible to have this
blocking a profile option? So I am just thinking in the case now there is some personal information but is not
that much. And it could point everything about that person. But in the case in which it will be and for
example, if you lose your NemID [card] and somebody gets your password or something like that. If you could
rd
do something to block the access to that 3 pe so a d all the i fo atio that is the e. [In2.1]
I ha e ’t had a p o le s ith the i te fa e so fa . It as o e a out the steps like … i the se se ot ith
the understanding and being able to go through the emails that there are there. It was more regarding the
notification and setting [her personal] email. When I had to go through I was not sure. Exactly, it was not
clear enough that you have to follow the steps. And that I got let say a it o fused. [In2.2]
E-boks for me is the digital post that the Danish system is offering in order to you to be able to get access to
information that is related to you as a person in regards of different things, for example regarding something
from the kommune, or regarding something from hospital, or related with your work. So basically you get
this lette s that i fo
ou that ou eed to do so ethi g. [In2.3]
Interviewee 3:
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Usi g Ne ID is ot o fo ta le fo e a d ake usi g the se i e too o plex, requiring always to keep
the Ne ID ith ou he ou ha e to ope . E e
o e if I k o the o te t of a lette , I do ’t a t to
waste the NemID code for it. I could eventually read the message the next time I open my e-boks for some
more important message that I’ e e ei ed. [In3.1]
O e thi g that a o s e is he ou use ou a k ou a auto ati all log i i to e-boks using the
NemID code. However, contacting other authorities – the system log out and needs new password and
identification conformatio ith Ne ID ode. [In3.2]
Wh he I do folde s a d atego ies i e-boks for example from my bank or from the kommune the emails
do ’t go the e auto ati all ? Espe iall , he it is ot a u fa ilia se de , a d it is ot the fi st ti e to
receive an email from the place. I need to drag and drop in the folder, and it is frustrating to do so, especially
he ou al ead set up the folde s o e. [In3.3]
Interviewee 4:
..But I ould ’t like a

od else to k o

Da ske a k i fo

atio ... [In4.1]

I think e-boks could be used as normal daily email for sudden purpose. Not everyone using it for a daily
email service. I am considering in case I have something important to send and if I could do this through eboks. So that I know it is provided with high security. If e-boks can change the service like that – to make it
more go two way [receive and reply options] it will be nice. I know that I can do it even now but they give me
the notification about the security all the time. On the other hand, maybe the security could be there but
they could encourage people by their visual graphics that users can send emails. Which is important for me,
fo e a ple to use the s ste egula l . The I thi k people ill like the se i e o e. [In4.2]
Yes, in this case I need to scroll a lot. Some days ago I was exactly searching in my e-boks and one specific
transaction and I needed to find the letter. And then I had to scroll it down, scroll it down, scroll it down to
find in like back two years ago. I think there it could be some improvement – feature in there. And I could
easily find my email by sender or by specific time period. This will be easier for me, rather than scrolling down
i the list. Be ause s olli g it takes ti e a d it’s ki d of o i g [In4.3]
I saw that [that e-boks offers cloud storage] ut I ha e ’t eall look hat is a out. A d it [e-boks cloud
storage service] is a good point because maybe this [e-boks cloud storage] one is not really integrated with
the mobile app. It might not noticed it [in case it is not implemented on the mobile app it will be hard to the
user to try it]. [I . ]
I’ e ope ed it a da ago. Be ause I got a lette f o so eo e. It as t igge ed
a otifi atio f o
mobile banking. It is a mobile app for my bank and they are cooperating with e-boks. So when I log in to my
mobile I can see that I have a letter in e- oks. A d if I li k it I do ’t eed to go to the log i p o ess. Like this I
can just click it and go to e-boks. [I . ]
Interviewee 5:
I a sa i g that e posed p i a does ’t e essa il
ea ou ill ha e ad use e pe ie e. Be ause fo
some users maybe the more privacy is implemented the better is the user experience. Depends on the users.
E-boks is just a platform where I can get my emails from public authorities. Of course it needs privacy but I
do ’t k o fo e the highe the p i a gets a tuall the use e pe ie e is ette at least fo e. [In5.1]
Fo e if the i fo atio i the pdf that I e ei e is i Da ish a d E glish it will be nice. This will save me
from copy the text and translate it in Google. Then actually if you have the NemID to protect you and quite a
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lot of la e s of se u it ut the i ase ou’ e a fo eig e ou a ho put the hole te t ou e ei ed i a
third party place – as for example Google translate or something like that. And then what is the point of the
security in place in e-boks? In this way a person also expose his/her privacy. They should have this translating
service embedded in the sense of offering the information in Danish and English to be recognizable by every
person in Denmark. Because in the other case e- oks iolate people’s p i a
ot offe i g the a othe
ha e to ead the i fo atio i E glish fo e a ple. [In5.2]
This [t a slated functionality] will save me from copy the text and translate it in Google. Then actually if you
ha e the Ne ID to p ote t ou a d uite a lot of la e s of se u it ut the i ase ou’ e a fo eig e ou
anyhow put the whole text you received in a third party place – as for example Google translate or
something like that. And then what is the point of the security in place in e-boks? In this way a person also
e pose his/he p i a . [In5.3]
it’s a it o i g to use the Ne ID log i e e ti e. A d si e the app is doing the job I prefer to use it. And I
do ’t eed to sig i e e ti e a d to s it h o a d off all the ti e [In5.4]
I thi k it’s p ett st aight fo a d. You a see o e utto f o p i ate, o e utto fo usi ess – it’s p ett
straight forward where you need to go. And you have the navigation menu on one side. And I think it is
p ett eas to ope ate ith. I ha e ’t had a p o le s so fa . [In5.5]
A tuall fo
e this [e-boks.dk] is a
platfo
he e I a get
e ails f o

a to skip the egula post se i e i De
pu li autho ities. [In5.6]

a k… E-boks is just a

…. “o i ase e assu e that e- oks ill ot gi e a a
pe so al i fo atio the
h ot to t this
feature. I am willing to trust them but in certain circumstances as if the a e elia le i
hat the offe .
[In5.7]
I p efe to use the o ile e sio , it’s e good app. Be ause
usi g the o ile app, I a oid usi g the
NemID. The first time actually you have to put a specific code from the web version to your personal mobile
device in order to get access to e-boks on your mobile phone. Afterwards, on the mobile device there is no
eed fo Ne ID odes he ou log i . I thi k it is se u ed. Be ause o od else a ’t use ou o ile de i e
because it is protected b the pass o d. [In5.8]
Interviewee 6:
If I ould ha e it [e-boks without NemID] without – I would prefer to have it without the NemID. The thing is
I ould ’t also i stall the app e ause of the Ne ID. I do ’t a t a othe app o
s a t pho e. A d it
will e i e if the Ne ID is i a a go e. [In6.1]
No I ha e ’t do e that. I a eall too laz to he k ho I ha e to do that. Be ause I k o if I ha e to do
that I would have to spend probably 10 minutes to do it and I am too lazy to do that. Even though the
interface is nice and everything – so e of the thi gs I thi k the e a e too u h I thi k. Be ause I eall do ’t
know how to sign out from special types of letters for example from the kommune that are sending me letter
that they are building an IKEA e t to
apa t e t. [In6.2]
I do ’t thi k the Ne ID logi is so u
su h a alua le i fo atio the e. It’s
documents that o sist
CPR u e
e ause e e he I logi to
a ka

h e essa
e ause fo e a ple i
e- oks I do ’t thi k I ha e
alua le ki d of e ause a e pa slips a d othe
o e elated
i side. But still I do ’t k o if I eed to ha e the Ne ID i pla e,
ou t I do ’t eed the Ne ID. [In6.3]

Interviewee 7:
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The a of o ta ti g the [e-boks.dk] should be improved. Both the call centre service and the email
eplies to usto e s. Just to e effe ti e a d ki d of ea t o ti e. Be ause the ase ou’ e des i e [I wrote
a request to service support and then the reply came as a no-reply letter. However the reply needed a
further communication and a new request has been created and it reverted to the previously discussed
matters.] is as a vicious circle just get back to square one – so it’s ot eall o ki g. I ase the e is a pe so
ou’ e goi g to talk to the should e a le to solve the problem right away and not to make you write
another request and so on and so forth. And if you kind of submit a written request should be answered for
su e. [In7.1]
„I u de sta d e-boks as a service which kind of make it easier for you to get everything together and have all
your personal information and all the things you have to communicate with public services and etc. This is
the way for me to communicate with all these institutions. [I . ]
Interviewee 8:
I ould like

pi a

to e

% p ote ted… [In8.1]

Security in e-boks is pretty Danish standardized. And in case my mobile phone was able to remember my full
credentials it would have been nice. Another thing is that iPhone has 6 digits pass, which is not the usual 4
that we are used to have. This app is coming with 6 digit requirements for password which confuses me as a
use . But like this it’s o e se u ed. Ho e e , ou a ’t do u h if ou ope
e-boks on my mobile. You
cannot write an email or anything else, you could only see my pa slip the e a d that’s it. O the othe ha d,
it depends the data leakage will be huge because you will see the amount, but also my personal cpr number,
my address and other personal stuff. [In8.2]
O the othe ha d, I guess at the e d of the ea fo example when I am dealing with my taxes and read all
my invoices – it will be much more comfortably if I am locally on my desktop and operate as I do with
dropbox. This will be much easier to open all the pdf without sending them to my Gmail and open through
my Gmail. I think this will be applicable in this case. For example today I was calculating the first 6 months –
ho
u h o e I’ e e ei ed a d also ho
u h ta es as paid a d so o a d so fo th. Ho e e , I do all
this one by one – respectively looking for the payslips for the certain month and checking. And in case if I am
i a folde si ila to d op o it ill e u h less ti e o su i g [In8.3]
Mark a lette as i po ta t – [In8.4]
Some automatic categories and payslips for example or these income stuff to go straight there [straight to
a p edefi ed folde ] . [I . ]
Interviewee 9:
I thi k e-boks is more secured compared with the personal cloud services. I like that Dropbox is so user
friendly. This is the purpose to use it for storing my data there. And it is so easy to save in your personal
Dropbox folder. I prefer user friendliness and ease of use over the security. It should be both but nowadays,
it’s e ha d to sa hat is se u ed a d hat is ot. E e se i es as Fa e ook – ou do ’t k o the pi tu es
that you are posting where they are going, where they are stored, and so on so forth. Either way, you have to
e as ou do ’t a e, a d do hate e ou a t to do o take a e of ou i fo atio a d spa
i g
people. You do ’t k o what the spamming [In9.1]
But so eti es ould e i itati g to ha e the Ne ID all the ti e
logi it ill e pe fe t [In9.2]

ith you. If you going to fix the NemID
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I thi k it is a e si ple s ste . It is ot so u h… IT’s ot like, D op o a d Google D i e the e is a lot of
features. But with e-boks you cannot do much, just read emails. Maybe if they have features as Google Drive,
I could use that instead of Google Drive. But with e-boks you cannot decide, you have to use it as it is given. It
is a a dato se i e. [In9.3]
So this is not nice to have a difference between the mobile and web version. It should be one platform. Not a
difference between the web version and the mobile one. But actually it depends. Because my Feriepenge
[Danish fund for vacations] I open it exactly from e- oks. I did ’t go to a othe s ste . Ho e e ,
o –
she open in another system. So, depends where you work and how the system is and so on so forth. [I . ]
Fo e the appli atio is too s all. A d fo e the stuff like
sala o so e othe i fo atio – it is not
easy to see it in this resolution – it’s too s all. That is the easo h I al a s ope it f o
o pute . It’s
good the application still saying you have some undead messages however I prefer to use the computer
version. I prefer larger screen for e-boks. I think this is one of few things that I use my computer for.
Facebook, emails, other social Media all is on my phone, but e- oks I use it o l o
o pute . [In9.5]
I do ’t e e e ut it’s usuall o l ead e ails. A d if ou ha e to do so ethi g ou should all
someone, usually you cannot send emails through e-boks. If I need to reply I reply in another system, I called
and they said I need to push the button or something and then they will figure out what to do. Usually if I
need to do something – I ha e to all so e od . I thi k it’s possi le to se d a e ail, ut it’s ot ea t to
do, this is not the purpose of e-boks. [I . ]
The loud se i e that the offe – maybe I could use it. Because I actually have a problem with certificates –
I do ’t k o
he e to sa e the . Pi tu es a d p ivate things no. I use other cloud services for that. I usually
use Google Drive cloud service. [I . ]
Interviewee 10:
It [the interface] seemed pretty intuitive to me. It look like a pretty normal inbox – like not an email box but
one of these public inbox where you know there is not that many things listed but that is because of the
messages are so far apart. I can tell about the tabs works pretty intuitive as well.. It worked the way that you
a e e pe ted to a d it also o ked the a I ould ha e e pe ted to. [In10.1]
Well to e o pletel ho est, I fo got a out it e iste e o pletel . I ha e ’t ee e i ded of its [eboks.dk] existence for years. I feel also you know if something urgent popped up there [e-boks.dk] on a
f e ue t asis the I ould ’t ha e fo gotte that it [e-boks.dk] exists in the first place. [I
. ]
I do ’t k o . I ha e e e eall felt that it [e-boks.dk] was important for anything. I have no idea what [eboks.dk] is used fo . OK, I ea I k o it’s [e-boks.dk is] like the public mail address so you have one official
ail add ess hi h see s like eall good idea ut hi h i sta e does ’t ha e your standard email at this
point. It just seems like you know what you call it - back-up pla hi h is good. [In10.3]
u
, I a ’t thi k of a si gle i sta e i hi h that ould e useful. I ea asi all hat the a e offe i g
people is a public cloud sto age. I ea that’s a tuall ot a ad idea. O the othe ha d, uhh .. h ? I ea
it’s .. The ta get o .. No
he I a thi ki g a out it the ta geted the audie e as o iousl people ho
do ’t eall ha e othe loud thi gs set up. Like d op o for example, I mean in order for this to compete
ith d op o it ould ha e to ha e a lie t o i do s sto age. [In10.4]
I do ’t e e e ut if it’s just Ne ID stuff, it’s [the login process of e-boks] not complicated but it is
slightly annoying. I mean like it is not when you do it at home but when you have do it outside – it’s p ett
annoying to set there. You almost, when you pull out that card [with the NemID codes] you are almost
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a
o

ou i g to the hole o ld: He , I a
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a essi g p i ate i fo

ation on this easily steal-able device right

CONTACT E-BOKS
Contact with e-boks.dk vendors were conducted couple of time
th
10 of May 2016 – First email was send from their contact list – to their advertisement team with request
for help and redi e ti g i ase the do t fi d
e uest possi le
nd
2 of June 2016 – I called e-boks on their telephone number. After selecting an option from a menu - I was
connected to a call desk. When I explained what I am calling the lady from the other side put me on hold
and said will connect me with service support team.
After 2 minutes - A guy from support team heard my request and put me on hold to talk with someone else
about my asking.
After another 2-3 minutes the same person was again on the phone and said that the do t ha e e ail
address but guided me how to send a request to their team through e-boks.dk contact support page. He also
advise me to send my request in short time in order for them to fetch it from the pile.
I did send them what I needed to say in the next 15 minutes.
rd
3 of June 2016 – I received and email that my request needs more time to be handle and in couple of days I
will receive answer
th
8 of June 2016 – I received and answer that my request is sent to the respective team and I was asked till
what time our talk should happen in case e-boks.dk agree to cooperate. However, there were no place for
th
me to contact back and reply so I needed to write a new request to the support team – on 11 of June.
INTERVIEW GUIDE
Purpose of the inte ie s is to e plo e people s opi io a out thei use e pe ie e a out e-boks.dk.
Rules for recruits
With different background
Interested in new technologies and solutions
Age group between 20 and 45 years old participants
Usability (user experience) focused questions
The questions were divided in couple of areas – uestio s a out people s u de sta di g a out p i a a d
information overload within e-boks service. Questions related with their experience as users and any issues
that they eventually faced during using the system. How they find the login process? Which version of the eboks they prefer to use and why is that? How they evaluate the service and do they think it is satisfying for
its purpose?
Technology driven questions:
What is people s pe ception of cloud service technologies? Furthermore, interviewees were also asked to
compare the personal cloud services with e-boks. How they find the system for notification and do they
have experienced any problems in this aspects?
Questions about their personal experience:
How people find the process of login with NemID? Have they experienced information overload and in
which sense? How they describe it? Have interviewees had any problems with the service and if yes how
they manage with them?
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